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Prophistory 101

History is Prophecy Fulfilled.
 – and –

 Prophecy Yet to Be Fulfilled
 Just History Waiting to Happen!

 

God is not running the world by the seat of his pants, and he

certainly has not put us on the “third stone from the sun” and left

us alone to fend for ourselves. God is the Creator molder of Man,

the shaper of nations, the designer of history. As God, he sits

outside of time and space all knowing he knows the beginning

and the end of all things, he has seen history, knows it before it

happens. In that way God is not subject to past or future. It is

only a matter where an occurrence or issue may fall within the

framework of time. This is how he can inform Man of things that

are yet to come. This is why everything he tells us in the Bible

that is called prophetic is important. They are things he has

chosen as vital for the knowledge and understanding of Man. He

has promised us through one of his prophets, Amos, that he will

do nothing critical and important with or for his people except

He clue them in first. It is also why a first principle of Prophistory

can be stated as: “Meaningful History is nothing more and

nothing less than fulfilled prophecy (Bible prophecy that has

come to pass) and; Prophecy yet to be fulfilled is simply history



waiting to happen (Bible prophecy in the process of being

fulfilled). This is the first principle of Prophistory.

The proof is the fulfillment of Bible prophecy. Understanding

the Bible is largely a matter of knowing God and believing that He

wrote it’s every word. Once we get to know both author and word

we begin to comprehend that God truly is in control of

everything, not least of all, Man’s destiny. Nor is He what Satan

claims He is – a bungler who has done a miserable job who puts

men through needless pain and grief. God’s ultimate goal is to

create a habitation for himself, and that habitation is Man

himself. He wants to bring man to eternal life, a creature

impervious to sin and its wages, death. To instill trust in us, God

invented prophecy, “The Greatest Show on Earth”; with its

ongoing miracles and marvels which constantly testify to the

omnipotence of God. Once we get familiar with the power and

purpose of prophecy we begin to see that prophecy and history

are inseparable, prophecy is history waiting to happen and

meaningful history is nothing more than prophecy fulfilled. The

study and understanding of prophecy answers history’s four

essential and fundamental questions: (1. Where have we been? (2.

Why were we there? (3. Where are we going? And (4. Why are we

going there? Anyone or anything that can answer these four

questions should be a friend and comforter for life. Prophecy

promises to be such a friend.

Our relationship with Prophecy ought to be viewed as a

process of education about reality. If we are attentive to it, treat

it with respect and wisdom, a plan for Man’s redemption will



begin to seep out of the Bible’s wealth of real knowledge and

become a part of our everyday lives. When we come to God we

immediately understand that he, from the moment he molded

Adam out of the clay of the earth, had a clear reason for creating

Man and a sure plan that would liberate him from all threat of sin

and death. Then, as Prophecy is prayerfully studied, an order

begins to impose itself on the chaotic fog of history. The list of

names and dates thrown at us by teachers in a hurry, will then

slowly take on meaning and we will be able to sift through the

meaningless to the sublime truth and matters concerning God’s

plan for mankind. There are no loose ends, nothing is left to

chance, nothing is contingent on the schemes and adventures of

Man, nothing can be overthrown by the conspiring forces of evil,

the plan has been forecast, things are going just as He planned.

Gradually one begins to see the obvious, that God’s plan is

linear in nature, finite, detailed, perfect. Providence is the word

we use for His plan which has a clear cut beginning and a

predetermined end. It takes time and effort, however, before all

of the seemingly disjointed pieces of prophecy can be fitted

together so the whole plan can be seen in an orderly sequence

viewed from the panorama of God’s eternity. Once we view it as a

plan we become aware that the important things of history are

only those things that pertain (directly or indirectly) to God’s plan

of redemption for Man. Then, finally, history’s value, its meaning

and reason, surfaces. We are no longer intimidated by the vast

expanses of crisscrossing history with its endless clutter of



changes, revolutions, skullduggery, oppression, failed utopias,

wars, events, dates, and super-duper personalities.

“Meaningful History is nothing more and nothing less than

fulfilled prophecy (Bible prophecy that has come to pass) and;

Prophecy yet to be fulfilled is simply history waiting to happen

(Bible prophecy in the process of being fulfilled).” This is the first

principle of Prophistory.

Like a scientist looking into a microscope we can zero in on

just the pertinent things, unimpressed and unmoved by the

irrelevant material outside the realm of our focus. Suddenly,

unencumbered by the weight that Man’s view of history lays on

us, we are free to reap history’s lessons, map its course, garner its

hope, and enjoy the bolstered faith it gives. All of this and more

we owe to God and the power of the prophetic word.

Meaningful History is fulfilled Prophecy

Furrowing its way through the Bible like the mother-load of

gold running through a fabulously wealthy gold mine, this

quintessential history has to be dug out with the pick-axe of

study and by the toil and patience of prayer. As the forty-niners

of the California gold rush, we must be willing to leave everything

behind, every thought and preconception, to dig for prophecy’s

bonanza of riches. We must be willing to labor, taking out one

chunk of pure and valuable truth after another, greedily tucking

each and every nugget away in our personal Bank of Knowledge

and Wisdom to be tendered smartly against the coming flood of



evil coming upon the world at the hand of the Antichrist. The

prophetic word can ransom the wise person in the day of the

Antichrist. This mining for the gold of God’s history can be hard

work, but God knows our mental and spiritual limitations and

wisely has kept things on an elementary level.

Quintessential History

Simply put: God’s history is quintessential. A term coined by

the Greeks, quintessential has a spiritual application as well as a

pure and lean connotation to it. The Greeks, though far from

being proponents or preachers of God’s plan, arrived at the term

because they believed the world to be composed of four

essences: earth, air, fire and water; but they believed that a fifth

essence ruled over all things, and that essence, or force, they

dubbed the quint (fifth) essence. So, any true quintessential

history must be a streamlined, rudimentary ordering of events,

handed down by the Creator from above. Therefore, everything

in this book, cover to cover, turns on this maxim: Since

quintessential history and prophecy are one and the same there

will be a profound disregard for conventional history and its

traditional concerns. Likewise, I have made a conscious attempt

to resist all temptations to explain or defend the infallibility of

the Scriptures (on which this work confidently rests) but instead

have endeavored to follow the lead of the quintessential history

of the Scriptures by staying on a spiritually minded and concise

course. This writing also presupposes belief on the part of the



reader, or certainly an open minded, open hearted willingness to

explore the truth as a greedy miner afflicted with gold-fever. I

believe time is running out, God’s plan is drawing to its

conclusion, and I truly believe there is no point in dredging up

neat little curiosities or other supposedly important facts, no

matter how highly esteemed they may be among the professional

historians of Man. This does not mean there are not some highly

interesting details in the history of the Antichrist and it’s Empire

that reveal the true spirit behind this grandiose conspiracy which

has been fomented and forwarded by Satan since the Tower of

Babel and even before the Great flood. I do strongly suggest –

and hope as much – that the reader will not simply take my word

for prophetic things, but will check them out by studying

carefully the Scriptures, by praying earnestly, and by reading and

searching whatever and wherever necessary in order to acquire

prophecies’ magnificent wealth.

And finally, I must be honest with the reader: any history of the

world, regardless how quintessential is an ambitious undertaking.

Under the best of circumstances any journey as long as the

evolution of the Antichrist Spirit of Empire could become

arduous and bumpy and convoluted in distracting details. It could

even get bogged down altogether. In searching for a vehicle

which could provide the reader with a smooth and fluid ride, one

that could quickly negotiate the dusty trails of six thousand years,

it occurred to me early that God’s history might be best likened

to a play. Concerned, however, that the analogy might cheapen

the sober importance of understanding God’s plan for Man’s



redemption, or that the analogy could even take on a kind of life

of its own and somehow overshadow, or obscure, the simplicity

of God’s linear plan, I put the idea aside and returned to ordering

things from beginning to end as a disciplined historian should,

letting the pieces of prophecy fall as they would into their

rightful places. It was only at the conclusion of a full and

complete draft that I revisited the idea of the analogy and

decided to test it, hoping it would give each part of the unfolding

story a kick start where my style might be lacking.

At the same time, I hoped the running analogy would

encourage those who shrink from the study of history, as dry and

boring, to see God’s plan of redemption, not as a chain of

unrelated dates and times and events, unable to light the way of

our future, but instead as a prewritten, tightly produced, closely

directed, well-lit drama with a provocative beginning and a

decisive climax. Each scene of prophistory is in continuity with

the one that precedes it and the one which follows; because

God’s plan of redemption is linear and pre-determined. One can

rightly view history as that part of the play of life which has

already been acted out. One can therefore rightly view the future

as that part of the play which we anticipate with excitement,

which remains to be acted out. The last acts of the ‘The

Redemption Play’ are now being played out before our eyes, we

are the actors in the drama that is being acted out on the World

stage as we speak. “Elisha’s Outcast Eagles” website is recording

the drama; it is evident that the play is fast approaching its

climax.



 

 

 



PART  I

THE MINISTRY OF PROPHISTORY



1. Prophistory And Our Ministry

Elisha’s Outcast Eagles’ Primary Ministry is to
 Inform Souls About the Invitation to Life …

Elisha’s Outcast Eagles’ website is dedicated to daily following

and explaining the ongoing fulfillment of prophecies which in

themselves are daily and actively broadcasting the imminent

return of Jesus Christ to Earth. This will happen first in order

with his appearing in the clouds to call his ‘relatively’ few faithful

disciples home, and second, a subsequent but not necessarily

immediately following the Rapture, a seven year period which

thirdly will immediately follow His bodily return to Earth, when

He will defeat and judge both the Antichrist and the World and

institute His promised Millennial thousand year reign of love and

justice on Earth.

To impart knowledge and encourage faith for this, God has

devised a science which we call ‘prophistory’; which is a

combining of the words prophecy and history, which the EOE

hopes will impart knowledge and wisdom to any soul anywhere

on Earth so that they may escape the onslaught of things

prophesied in the Bible and find eternal life in God alone.

It is the fulfillment of God’s prophecies which we both follow

and note as true and worthy history that will allow us to

overcome the perversions of truth that Man and Satan are

devising to overwhelm the truth that Christ is the only Savior of

Man. Prophistory and its understanding is designed to impart

faith to believe that God’s prophecies about the so-called



Rapture, the world-wide dictatorship of Antichrist, all things in

the World, the Jews, religion, Satan and the Return of Jesus to

judge the whole world are more than a sign of His great love and

mercy. They are daily in the works, in the process of coming to

pass.

These cascading biblical prophetic matters are orchestrated

from heaven to show us with dramatic reality that God’s Word is

true. He knows the beginning to the very end. This is the time to

get our house in order, so we may not only survive, but that we

may escape with our eternal soul and enter into eternal life.

Elisha’s Outcast Eagles primary ministry is to inform those who

might have a chance to take this seriously, those who have been

abused by evils, who are fearful, battered and beaten by life,

addicted to harmful things, disheartened and lonely feeling, those

who are confused about God, jaded by modern religion and its

empty promises, those overwhelmed by the speed of life and

confused by the empty claims of false man-devised sciences; to

turn their lives over to the living Savior so they can find healing

and confidence of peace, who can be given a heart to face life

with hope and genuine enthusiasm of joy. Prophistory is the

science of prophecy which is the subject matter of the hundreds

of pages of Elisha’s Outcast Eagles website.

God has done this for us at Elisha’s Outcast Eagles. We know

whereof we speak. We were born into this world labeled as

Christians – that is, born of a Christian tradition and heritage.

That, however, did not mean we were in truth and reality

Christian, especially in the sight of God and Jesus Christ. Yet, we



now can personally attest that God is alive and real, and that we

have become Christian in the actual sense of the name.

This conversion did not come about by being sprinkled or

dunked in some supposed holy water through someone else

making the decision for us, or by applying our own ignorant

decision. It did not come by being coerced into it by a parent or

friend or mate; or by way of some religious prevailing pressure

that had no chance of touching the inner heart and core of our

one’s very being, that is, the bottom of our spiritual heart. Nor

was it done as so many religious experiences may bring about, by

droning some half-baked commitment, lamely believed, and

warmed over by some cheesy testimony which was digested as

with fast-food delight only to leave one almost instantly starving

and hungry. For a true conversion should begin a new life and last

a lifetime and forever.

We are not asking people for money, but we are telling people

they can’t help but be despicable and there is no way to escape

their deficiencies but not to confess it away by seeing a priest or

drinking some liquid out of a golden chalice. We urge people that

they can be free from the killer disease that is sin. Sin is not

acceptable by the standards of The Elisha’s Outcast Eagles

because it will not be acceptable in our heavenly home to be.

Among other things, Christ came to eradicate within us the sting

of eternal death and the sin that causes the death of our eternal

soul. God, we have accepted, and will freely tell people is

impressed by action, by what one does, and not by the noise they



make with words and declarations that are not followed by action

and behavior in spirit, soul and body.

We can attest that God will do remarkable things for you, if you

will allow Him to be your guide and confidant in all things. He is

our only chance for peace of mind and clear conscience of heart;

he is needed in these terribly distressing times more than ever

before in history. A time when everyone uses words and religious

systems to mask hypocrisy and clothe themselves with apparent

righteousness and love when the thing regularly put on before

leaving the house is self-love and lust for their own well-being.

Many have been hurt by the hypocrisy of those who have acted

so, those who use the name of Christ as a uniform and promote

fairy-tales for their own gratification and love of power. We know

many have been hurt by these worldly conditions and the true

gospel of giving one’s life to God has been appropriated for

personal gain within what should be the sacred walls of places

using the name of Christ.

We hope to deliver this hope of new life not just to those who

have suffered spiritual abuse from Christians but to anyone who

has been on the outside suffering the cruelties of Man and evil,

and the loneliness of life and has been a foreigner to love – for

whatever reason. To those who are estranged from Mankind, who

have nowhere to belong. To those who do not belong.

We are seeking to inspire people with hope that Jesus is alive

and is shortly coming back to straighten the mess out that we

men and women have made of His creation – the Earth. We seek

to hand the invitation to come to Christ. We especially hope to



give the invitation to believe and fall into the arms of God, to

believe His Christ, His Son and Savior, is about to be married to a

select Wife, one who has simply been true and trusting and has

shunned the World and Man. The table is set, the food is ready

and the battle for lordship of the earth is now in array. There is

little time left for falling into His arms.

We do not wish to give lame advice, or lead people down the

garden path. As religious folk in Christian Churches sadly are

wont to do, just to feather their own nest. Rather than advising

you to become just another piece in the whole lame Church mess

of today, we hope first and foremost that you will find ‘church’ in

your own heart; for it must live there first and foremost.

We know it was important for us that we had someone to share

this with, someone with whom agreed. We hope this for any of

you who have experienced the worst thing a human being can

have to endure – being alone. If ever a soul is to become friends

with Christ and any other soul that has escaped the death grip of

loneliness then they have escaped the revenge of the ‘World’, that

thing which had abused them so greatly, and it is Christ’s doing

and His mercy. We desire to direct a person to God and Jesus

Christ first and foremost, so that God can point out the terms of

life, friendship and the glories of loving relationships among God

and His creations. We hope to tell you kindly of those conditions

for living, loving friendships that can come only from walking

with him and enjoying his companionship and friendship while

living in His very house with Him.

It more than aggravates, it infuriates The EOE that the array of



the various churches have muddled Christ’s power, mixed it with

man’s flawed wisdom and now thinks they are the perfect

fountain of truth and love. Due to changing God’s Word and

ignoring its Truth the last days Church at Large called Laodicea is

and has allowed enemy spirits a vocal voice within their church

walls. These abusive World’s false claims of good and salvation

and love are a mixture akin to the cool-aid drunk by the

bewitched congregants who perished at Jonestown three

decades ago in the throws of the beginning of the end that began

to herald in earnest the return of Christ to this reeling Earth.

The heart of our website goes out to the disenfranchised and

the hapless Christian here and there, who lay sick, atrophies,

alone and withering away, dying in the pews and seats of their

churches, racked with spiritual disease and drinking from the cup

of worldly sickness themselves. To those countless millions

wandering forlorn without hope, at the mercy of the merciless

spirit of pharmacia. We do not want your money, or your

reassurances.

Our website is our pulpit, The word of God our message, the

on-going fulfillment of prophecy our proof that the message of

the Bible is from God, that it is true and that it is coming into

being even as we speak.

A Final Word for: Friendship and the Third Person: The Holy
Ghost

Since the process of Jesus’s return is fully underway Jesus’s

return must be quite soon, this, all the signs of prophecy daily

confirm. We believe that the place to find secure hope is in the



ongoing fulfillment of biblical prophecy. There is hope and a

future to look forward to, if you will embrace a relationship with

God’s Son. This means seeing and receiving Christ not as an

object that can fulfill your health and happiness, but rather as

both the God and human being that He is. He loves you and that

He has your best interest at heart. His priority is eternal life for

you. This means loving him as a person with all our heart, mind,

soul and strength as the first commandment advises us. He is not

to be used as an object for our whimsical desires or selfish wants,

one to be manipulated to give us our way, but rather as the

brother and sister who is a true and perfect friend, which we

hope to turn out to be a true blue friend with, as well as allowing

him to be our mentor and exclusive pilot, the executor of every

aspect of our life. For this purpose, he is willing to teach us of his

perfection in love for us. We should trust that he will provide for

us relationships that ought to be cultivated by love. For this he

will allow us to be ‘baptized’ in the person of the Holy Spirit, the

one spirit who can mentor us in spiritual matters and guide us as

a tutor “into all truth”. This is available to those who have

accepted the friendship and lordship of Jesus in a personal

fashion, for God the Father will give the Holy Ghost to those who

ask, regardless of their sex or station in life or their degree of

knowledge.

We hope the pages of the EOE will be of some help of God’s

fulfillment of the so-called six-fold ministry of Jesus Luke 4:18-19,

especially in the lives of people who have been, as we have been,

estranged from regular church experiences. The downtrodden



and beaten, those bruised and disillusioned, can be healed of the

injury and fear inflicted upon them by the ruthlessness of this

frigid world and the churches that are, frankly, more interested in

what they can get out of a relationship with Christ rather than

loving and befriending Jesus for who and what he has always

been. Jesus died for us that we could become his and his father’s

friends, and even so that some could become his eternal bride

and wife.

These things we believe we can humbly impart to our readers,

even that we could become friends, if not here, certainly in

eternity. We do this without asking anything of our readers, but

to allow us to be there for you in relating the invitation to the

marriage supper of the Lamb which God the Father is now

issuing to people who are limping along, alone, in the highways

and byways of this hectic, spastic end-times world.

We urge what God asks, only that those who are called to the

Marriage feast put on the spiritual ‘garments’ (which are those

strong and goodly attributes of loving Christ, who died for us)

which he will provide for us by teaching us of His Word. He

requires that we follow the noteworthy promises which are on

display regularly as fulfilled prophecy;- for the current flow of

the fulfillment of prophecy regularly streaming forth on the

pages of Elisha’s Outcast Eagles is to encourage us that Jesus’

appearing in the clouds and His subsequent return to earth are

imminent and that there are regular people who are being called

to be born again who are now actual Christians who are being



extricated in spirit from this World, and some are even being

made rapture-ready.

God seeks not those who are world beaters, but he seeks to

save those who have been beaten by the world. His heart goes

out to them – perhaps even you. The fulfillment of prophecy

condemns the world as false, giving impetus to those who can

hear it, see it, believe it. It offers healing and solace from modern

life’s frightening confusion, from the pain of curious and

disturbing evils perpetrated by those who should have loved us

but could not — would not. We can be severed from the hold of

this life and the world in which it exists. Only when we enter a

new life by coming into the arms of Christ can we be freed from

the old. Though one remain in body in this hard and cruel place,

one need not be part of it in soul and spirit. We then are no

longer part of it, not aligned with it. We are now armed with the

truth and have available to us the strength to face tough times,

and the hope that we are to be delivered from its scourge. If

anyone comes to Him their certain future is eternal life with love

and true friendship.

 



2. About Prophistory

Prophistory is a term invented for the Science of Prophecy: 
Past, Present Being Fulfilled and the Future is Now…

Prophistory is a term coined by Terry Myers Smith to denote

the science employed by Elisha’s Outcast Eagles. It is a study for

the purpose of alerting prospective Brideship/disciples and

general invitees to the Marriage Supper, to ‘Look up’ in active

preparatory anticipation for the appearing of the Lord. For as the

Bible states it – ‘His return draws nigh’.

That part of Theo-sociology that we call Prophistory can best

be understood when it is equated to the relatively new and

worldly ‘science’ Sociology (which is discussed in a separate

article within our pages on Prophistory). Sociology, of course,

deals with the social relations and institutions of Mankind,

specifically, community and society, which strictly is defined as

“the study of the association of man with his fellow man”. Theo-

Sociology is therefore the discipline of studying man’s living

association with one another under the strictures and

declarations of God as its head with his ordained institutions,

regulations, laws and most importantly his ideas and concepts of

society which were instituted by Him in the nation of Israel

established in the first five Books of the Bible known generally as

the Pentateuch, or the Law. Therein were established religious

and social laws for governing the nation, law and social order of

every aspect of life, including the economy, military and society

(This is the goal of church also, which is far from necessarily



occurring; which He directly addresses in chapters 2 and 3 of the

final book of the Bible: The book of Revelation). God has always

made promises to Man by clear and definite declarations. These

promises are delivered by the method called prophecy. His

prophecies are binding because he has promised to tell us his

plans and his doings before they ever occur. They may be a word

from God on a general or specific matter, concerning a subject, a

person(s) or event in time which is yet to be realized. But it is

certainly something that will come to pass in its proper time and

in God’s own way. Prophecy is subordinate to nothing, only God

himself who knows all things.

Prophistory is therefore both the study of things which have

been announced and have come to pass and also things that have

been declared but remain unfulfilled and are yet to come.

The things of Prophistory which have already come into being

are fulfilled prophecy. They are worthy of awareness and study

because they are living proof that God is, and that he is in

complete control of all the affairs of this world, no matter how it

may look to us, and that he will certainly put into full and

complete implementation all his promises of Theo-Sociology and

things related to it. All matters of Prophistory, whether fulfilled

or yet to be fulfilled, are validated by their remarkable fulfillment.

They have been written down for our study and awareness before

they have come into being. This is the primacy and delight of the

Bible and His Word.

God combines things that are man-induced, happenings of

natural phenomena, or things satanically inspired while using his



prophets, signs in nature, world political and military affairs,

wonders and miracles, and his word in the Book of Books, to set

up the fulfillment and to declare his prophecies. By these things

he gives us fair warning of his doings, and in particular uses them

as signs of his return so that a person might be fully prepared for

that monumental event, that they might escape the inevitable

fallout and judgment of that day. He uses these prophetic

methods in combination to confirm that his prophecies are valid

and true, so that his proclamations of Theo-sociology are

founded on fact not speculation, using his method that all things

must be established by two or three witnesses.

I realize this may sound a bit off-beat, maybe even

complicated, yet it remains simple and true. Just as the

development of sociology, let us say, required scientifically

rational methods of deduction and induction to form its

hypotheses of help and hope while drawing up its models for

analyzing the needs of human society. Lying within those

parameters of study are religion, law, philosophy, education,

economy, political science, and so forth. The hope and purpose of

sociology, whether presumed, spoken, or implied is to advise us

how to reach certain approved goals of perfection under the

parameters and rules of science. Not unlike that reject politico-

sociology dubbed Communism, it claims to use scientific method

to identify the needs of the whole, then examine and define the

social condition and structure of societies and come up with

answers for the perfect society.

It claims that man can come to proper judgment of what is bad



or good. By judging and grading the cultural effectiveness for

serving the needs of the individual human being within the

bounds of the social arrangements and restrictions imposed, we

can come up with social institutions and binding strictures. So it

is postulated: by both honorary and legal binding order, and by

the pressure of public opinion and herd mentality of agreed upon

systems of behavior and binding taboos, with ideas of morality

that will suit every individual we can forge a perfect community

of well meaning creatures living in harmony together in respect

and admiration.

Yeah, right!!! It will never happen.

Problem is, within that ‘science’ of sociology there is much

disagreement on the current state of world-wide development of

unity that is in that ancient spirit of Alexander the Great of the

brotherhood of man. Men and women do not even see eye to eye

on social standing or the nature of equality. At the same time

cultural diversity is applauded, even demanded by the basic

tenets of the science of sociology. The underlying supremacy of

world-unity politics encourages religious chants for one world

under one God while belittling religion at every chance.

Sociology must kowtow to tyrannical humanism. Crowned by

consent of democracy, which as the Greeks knew is really the

tyranny of the masses, we are enslaved to that modern usurping

‘god’ of mob rule. The mob now wears a black robe, has its hair

combed and wears a benevolent smile. It is the idol of our own

making; it rules us and we are its captive. The only escape is to

trust in Theo-Sociology, where the science of Prophistory can



light the way to a sure and certain port of salvation, even if one

cannot escape its cold clutches in this thorny life. But it is in the

warm arms of salvation’s spiritual freedom that our soul is

rescued from the usurping hosts of the false assurances and

boney grip of humanism’s slavery and spiritual death. Prophistory

is a prime key to setting the captive free.

Many paradigms and disciplines of human study, also claiming

scientific status as having fruitful knowledge through analytical

study, must be recognized and incorporated into the sociologists’

models. These include disciplines as far ranging as history,

because it can show the sociologist what may have been

successful or unsuccessful in the past and political science

because it shows how governments are affecting the good or bad

of society. Philosophy shows man’s reason and knowledge; and

other intellectual disciplines such as, anthropology, archaeology,

evolution and that other behavioral science, psychology, which is

used to study man’s motivations, inner desires, and thought

processes, etc., are also in this battery of human sciences that

supposedly can perfect man’s relationships and save the world.

Sociology uses all these paradigms of the humanities trying to

structure society into a utilitarian conglomerate of collective

good. And so, this new science called Sociology creates an end-

time vision of a Utopic world. How it comes up with a vision, not

scientifically, but fashioning it by its very limited idea and into

something it naively and erroneously believes it ought to be, is by

belittling God and any idea of him having a personal relationship

with mankind collectively or individually.



Prophistory proves the contrary. Prophistory proves God is

involved both personally and collectively with the affairs of men

and women everywhere and for all time.

It is required of Sociology to recognize and include the other

paradigms of knowledgeable science. The empirical sciences with

various associate paradigms: physics, geology, hydrology,

physiology, mechanics, mathematics, microbiology, and so forth

are bundled together like the ancient fasces, that ancient symbol

of the roman republic which stood for the unbroken power of the

law and authority over the people. This is the structural

psychology and philosophy of the science of humanistic

Sociology. It is the mind control and part of the legacy of the

original Roman Empire that ruled by force of law over the hearts

and minds and lives of the civilized word. This is that same

empire that scourged the one who really loves us conspiring with

the rest of whole of mankind to put him to death on the cross.

 



3. Defining Bible Prophecy

Prophistory Comes Exclusively
 From The Bible …

Bible prophecy tells us what will happen but often does not

reveal how it will be fulfilled. Prognostication and prediction is

unnecessary, even harmful. God’s plan has a beginning, a middle,

and an end. We know what the end is before it happens because

of prophecy. God has stated his goals for a new world where

righteousness will win out and everyone will get a fair shake

administered with merciful kindness on a persistent and

consistent regular basis. Each paradigm is heading in this just and

merciful direction. Ultimately under the lordship of the one who

loves Man and proved it by his death on the cross, this justice will

be ministered from the center of the earth in Jerusalem. From

there the true and just religion will be practiced and Jesus

Himself will be the administrator, judge, priest and king of the

perfect society laid out by God’s law of the land. It will be applied

to all the nations around the globe. This is the essence of the

goals of all the paradigms, and their own various and particular

categories, of prophecy that are converging simultaneously into a

confluence of prophetic final fulfillments at the same time. This

is how we know the end is near, because all prophecies are

flowing into their final destination at the same time. Therefore, in

a spiritual sort of laboratory, we observe and monitor the flow of

events and things leading to the events, of each paradigm of

prophecy as they lead to the end goal.



Along the way, the ultimate Antichrist spirit, which is the

coming ‘kingdom’ and premier leader on earth, will precede the

return of the righteous lord.

When this man and his new world kingdom takes power and

makes a deal (covenant) with the apostate and traitorous leaders

of Israel, then the seven year period of the end of man’s rule on

earth will begin. Each paradigm is full of judgments that are

designed to bring out the truth while orienting and aligning the

faithless and rebellious inhabitants of this end-times world with

the conglomerate spiritual and worldly forces of Antichrist. In the

end, all Antichrist sentiment and power will be purged in favor of

a good and true reign of God on earth. There are any prophecies

going on right now that are funneling toward this final

destination.

All paradigm judgments are today being fast tracked by God so

that their evolution into their end-times form and position will be

full and complete. These are the goals of prophecy as preparing

the way, so that the end-times confrontation between God and

this unsavory and unbelieving world can take place.

All paradigms of prophecy point not only to the appearing of

Christ and His Second Coming but the very necessity of it, for the

sake of righteousness and welfare of mankind. On the other hand,

all paradigms are profoundly revolutionary in that they bring out

the oppositional change to God’s ways that lie festering in the

hopes and plans of a defiant world. They bring to the surface this

opposition to God and His truth, while producing a shift, even a

180 degree turn around, where the modern man and the world is



found in its true defiant stance, i.e. in total opposition to God in

every paradigm and segment of society everywhere.

 



4. Prophistory Provides 

 Hope Not Fear

Prophistory Reveals a Future 

For Those Who Love Christ Which 

Will be Forever Secure in Love …
A day hardly goes by that we do not cringe for some ominous,

hideous event or affair that has descended upon the world’s

public domain, trickling down, intruding like a toothache into our

private lives. They create unavoidable concerns, even fears that

this disaster may have a domino effect that will lead to drastic

repercussions for us.

We must endure war after war; unprecedented natural

disasters, viral plagues and strange pestilences, psychosis,

suspicion from neighbors, drugs everywhere, famines, political

upheavals and constant economic turmoil, with overwhelming

chaos and demands put on us by boss, family and society. There

is no place to hide, not for believers or unbelievers, not from the

worries and fears that stalk every household from Malibu to

Mozambique, in London and Prague to Islamabad, Cairo, St.

Louis, Mexico City, Argentina or Beijing. There is neither place to

turn, nor is there a man to whom the World can rely, though one

man shall shortly force his dominance and big brother

government on a beleaguered, weary world in the days just

ahead.

The spirit and mind of the one who came and died to save us

from these desperate matters is the only credible and believable



guide through such dark turbulence of world-wide evils and

catastrophes. These are universal evils that surround the

everyday lives of people and societies in every nook and cranny,

every corner of the globe.

No, there is but one man and with his book, including its

profusion of prophecies to which we can turn. We suggest that

you accept the invitation of the Spirit of Christ and turn to Him

for help. Accept the invitation to escape the judgment that is

rapidly descending upon the World and its inhabitants, just as the

Bible, the prophets and Jesus himself have foretold. Give yourself

to Him and He will make you His very own, even His spouse for

all eternity, if you give him your heart. This is what this website

amounts to – an invitation not to religion but to come to Jesus

Christ, to see the magnitude of prophetic judgments which are

falling like meteors, bombs, hailstorms all at once out of nowhere,

falling all about us.

They may even become ‘like’ Him and it will all come to fruition

when she sees Him in the day of her wedding, which is the

resurrection of the first fruits so-called in the bible, commonly

known as the Rapture. This is the reason that we believe the

Rapture is not the general resurrection of those in line for eternal

life, but the first of the stages of resurrection, reserved for His

bride and all those who make up the bride. We wait as the ten

virgins of the biblical parable wait for that instantaneous moment

which no one but the father knows the time, not even Christ

knows. For this reason we are dedicated to the invitation to the



marriage supper for all those who may hear its call, and might

even become the bride of the bridegroom.

 



5. Six Paradigms of Prophistory

Paradigms of Prophistory
 Cover the Gamut of End-Times

 Bible Prophecy …

There are six major paradigms of Prophistory. 1) Antichrist 2)

World 3) Israel 4) Church 5) Phenomena 6) Travel & Knowledge.

When applied earnestly the on-going observance of these end-

times prophetic paradigms can raise us up like eagles so that we

can sit above time in a privileged place having the advantage of a

quintessential bird’s eye view.

The first four paradigms – 1) Antichrist 2) World 3) Israel & 4)

Church – have promised ends with a Theo-sociology purpose.

The two other paradigms 5) Phenomena and 6) Travel &

Knowledge are paradigms of a natural scientific sort that speak

particularly about the nearness of the end before the return of

Christ to earth.

The ‘control’ (or constant) in our study is the great percentage

of fulfilled Bible prophecy that can be proven to have already

come to pass in each of the six individual paradigms. Those may

be discovered in a variety of forms, from Genesis, the Major and

Minor Prophets, the Four Gospels, and within the other 66 books

of the Bible. It is quantifiable. The world is God’s laboratory and

therefore every fulfillment in it helps to give us confidence in the

validity of our ‘laboratory’ study. We can accurately monitor and

identify results, record the evidence of the fulfillment of things

leading to or moving toward the fulfillment of the declared end,



particularly in each of the four major paradigms. This site is

dedicated to following, tweeting, blogging and answering

questions regarding the path of each of these paradigms of

prophecy as they unfold in the news and in current affairs around

the globe.

These six paradigms (of proven tangible, empirical streams of

God’s prophesied means of judgment) can be identified, analyzed

and tagged because they are in a state of being fulfilled or have

already happened.

Paradigm Descriptions
Antichrist: Nimrod is the archetype of Antichrist. He and his

family became the first artificial trinity vying with God for power

over the earth. He is also the first Antichrist and thereby

represents the prototype and fountain of the conspiracy to usurp

God’s throne and to become the undisputed sovereign and, by

default, the savior of the world and all of mankind. Nimrod is,

therefore, the originator and face of the post-Flood rebellion

against the sovereignty of God.

World: Since the revolution of technology and knowledge

which ramped up two and a half centuries ago and has since

reached mach speed in the last three decades, the spirit of Babel

has invaded the globe knocking on the door of nuclear powers,

third world countries, ancient dynasties in the east and every

island on earth. The spirit can stake claim to being the actual

religion of the world because it encompasses the continents and

the seven seas. Now, thanks to technology, knowledge and speed

the World can come together unrestrained as they once did in



provincial fashion at the Tower of Babel. It is in the same spirit

that Man has decided to pin all his hopes on – his science and

intellect. The final objective of this rebellion being to shake off

God so Man can rule the world themselves without enduring

what they consider to be God’s meddling interference.

Israel: The Hebrew people came into their own as a nation at

that time when they were transformed into a sovereign nation all

their own, the nation known ever since as Israel.

Through the leadership of Moses and the guidance of God the

children of Israel escaped Egypt, eventually settling within the

boundaries of the promised land which God had promised to the

fore-father Abraham. Moses’ successor, Joshua, led them into the

Promised Land around the year 1500 B.C. when the history of

Israel as a nation began in earnest. Its history of prophetic

happenings can be traced in timeline fashion – including the

contemporary prophetic events and matters that are in a state of

being fulfilled in these tumultuous last days.

Church: Abraham walked in faith on this earth two millennia

before the advent of the Messiah, yet he is the forerunner of

those Christians most faithful, which includes those purely

faithful ones who have been true to the spirit of the Bride of

Christ since Abraham to the present day and up ‘til the appearing

of Christ at His Second Coming. His life and calling are clearly the

initial prophetic events of the Church, the start of the prophetic

paradigm of Church and the prophetic carpet that points the

Church to the path of salvation and resurrection. The

occurrences, the drama and fulfillment’s of Church matters, can



be recorded in a timeline of its history. Thereby we can walk

through Old and New Testament events straight to the last days,

up to the rapture of Jesus’ close friends, past the end of things

and up to the return of the Lord and Savior which shall usher in a

thousand year perfect reign on earth by Jesus the Messiah. Those

Hebrews and Christians who lived an Abrahamic faith and

became, in simple humility, a friend of God shall reap the greatest

rewards…

Phenomena: Noah and his three sons, with their wives, were

shut up in a boat while the waters obliterated the offense with all

its offending parties; a fitting judgment by an earthly

phenomenon upon those who had corrupted the earth. The earth

had gotten its revenge, a righteous judgment upon those who

were destroying the earth by partaking in a most perverse

rebellion. It was the first of judgments under the prophetic

paradigm of ‘phenomenon’ that was accomplished to put down a

rebellion against God’s work of creation. But God did not leave it

at that. He put the second sign of Phenomenon, the rainbow in

the sky, to reassure us that He would never totally destroy the

seed of Adam, but that we could have hope that He will redeem it

and provide eternal life for the faithful who believe.

Travel and Knowledge: And though at the end, knowledge

would so increase, and travel would grow to an unimaginable

lightning pace, so that Man would once again embark on a full-

out rebellion of mismanagement of knowledge to compete

against God for lordship over the earth, God’s Word still holds

true. His correct and right appropriation of the power of



knowledge must and will win out. As it says in the book of Daniel,

chapter 12, verse 10: and none of the wicked shall understand; but

the wise shall understand.

 



6. Revolutionary Nature 

 of Final Prophecies

God’s Prophecies are Counter-Revolutions
 against Man’s Initial Revolutions …

Last days judgments are orchestrated by God from heaven and

are revolutionary, each having its own effect on the succeeding

judgments. Satan conducts his counter-revolutionary reactions

to God’s plan, but with his own goal in mind. God knows Satan’s

counter-strategy and therefore, is always one step ahead of those

plans. Also, Man is involved in revolutionary judgments and

destiny but he is less in control being more a dupe of spiritual

powers than having a clear cut idea of what to do, let alone of

how to get it. Again, all prophecy is controlled and orchestrated

perfectly according to God’s Will and the two other parties

involved – neither Satan nor Man can overturn or subvert God’s

plan.

Over the course of history, God has given man time and space

to repent of his initial rebellion and sin. He has judged and

chastened us through all aspects of the prime prophetic

paradigms. Often God has accomplished this chastening and

judgment by warning us through judgments from various

Phenomena directed from heaven; often He has let the cruel

hands of antichrist and man bring judgment, often by having our

own inventions and genius turn on us, at other times bogus

religion has taken its toll.

In these final years, He has fulfilled his ancient promise to



Israel, returning them to the land. He has revived the promises to

the Church by revitalizing it with the power of Holy Spirit and

giving it spiritual gifts, not least of all, understanding and wisdom

and knowledge of prophecy. But – all the sins of man – hatred,

lying, adultery, dishonor of parents, bloodshed – the list goes on,

have gone full circle so that defiance, disobedience, and rejection

of God’s promises are at the highest level of all time in all four of

the socio/political realms: Antichrist, Spirit of Rebellion, God’s

People Israel and The Churches, not to mention the other two

paradigms: Phenomena and those of Man’s Innovations of

knowledge, technology and travel. Final judgment is ripe.

God’s prophetic plan is essentially revolutionary because it will

ultimately change the way of government, society, religion and

culture everywhere on earth. When Christ returns there will be a

clean sweep of all things in every nation and island around the

world, whether Islamic, Eastern, Western, Christian or Heathen.

God’s plan is the ultimate in perfection to bring in the real Great

Society with the omniscience of God at its head. This is

revolutionary because, though it was instituted and offered to

Israel, it has never been adhered to, Man’s freewill rejecting it in

favor of its own thirst for power.

We see a model of this master plan to radically change things in

true revolutionary style, in the unfolding three segments of

seven-fold judgment during the so-called ‘Tribulation’ period

which ends with Christ’s return. The first set of seven-fold

judgments are natural (or man induced) and relate to the

oppression of the man and kingdom of Antichrist, wars, famines,



economic depression, pestilence, death, and ultimately hellish

things which are defined in some detail as the book of Revelation

later describes. The second and third sets of judgments not only

affect governments and world affairs but are of more

supernatural forces coming from both, heaven and hell affecting

natural resources, climate, celestial bodies and life sustaining

necessities like food and water. All things are related and all

things are revolutionary in that they bring about fundamental

and diametric changes each related realm also affecting other

realms in a revolutionary way to further the revolutionary

changes which are diametrically opposed to the way men have

ruled and operated in this world, especially at the end which is

the culmination of the way men do things without conceding to

God’s ways.

Any judgment of these last days which is leading to the

ultimate fulfillment of one of the paradigms of prophecy, as with

the judgment which fell upon the Japanese nation after the

Sendai earthquake for example, is worthy of consideration by the

science of prophecy as an instrumental part of the overall

ultimate and comprehensive fulfillment. The ultimate fulfillment

of the six paradigms are, generally speaking, pictured in the three

judgments each with a cascading seven-fold cascading series of

judgments which are outlined and discussed in the EOE book on

Revelation.

A revolutionary judgment of the end-times, such as an

earthquake for example, will no longer be conducted in a

prophetic vacuum, without effect on other ‘revolution-producing’



end-times judgments. Each category of revolutionary judgment,

points to the reality that the coming of Christ is imminent. But

each judgment, because it is intertwined to affect other on-going

judgments, is a contagious judgment touching not just a single

paradigm or category within a paradigm but a broader spectrum

of multiple paradigms of end-times prophecy. This is to say, that

all paradigms are related, first because they are things happening

simultaneously with one another, all leading and pointing to the

judgment and return of Christ.

Each sign of the end-times, as a judgment, is part of the

prophetic process that is being orchestrated to bring about

actual conversion of normality by revolutionary means into, not

only novel things, but excellent and true things under the just

rule of Christ.

These changes are part of the momentum of end-times

prophecy always proceeding toward the end-times conditions

and goals declared in Biblical prophecy, including the ultimate

antichrist government, globalization of the world economy, the

hardening hearts of man toward God and faith, and the stealthy

motives of satanically inspired supernatural powers.

The changes brought by fulfilled prophecy may be as small as

amounting to nothing more than a decision made by a

government that is leading toward the conglomeration of nations

into an international government of one ruling union of federated

nations, which has its ultimate biblical fulfillment in what is

known as the ten kings which is the foundation for the Antichrist

dictatorship during the seven year Tribulation. Or events leading



up to a fulfillment could also produce a drastic and complete

change in itself; as will be the case when the kingdom of the new

world order, called the ten kings, is actually announced, formed

and ratified.

In any regard, judgments of the end have this in common: they

are machinery set in motion to revolutionize or overturn what is

the established norm, so that a totally new world can emerge at

the coming of Christ. The prophecies of the Bible, when

considered together, reveal that in the last days the world will be

a completely changed place, changed by revolutions especially in

knowledge, travel and technology, by revolutions that have been

prophesied in the Bible that have, and are now, affecting every

sphere and realm of man’s existence on the planet.

 



PART  II

RISE OF HUMANITIES AT END



7. Rise and Evolution 

 of Sciences at End

Time for Prophetic
 Science to Answer
 Science of Man

… It is time for God’s Prophetic Science – The Science of

Prophistory – to square off with Man’s sciences and its vastly

limited perspective. I say limited because it does not have a

quintessential position from which to judge and direct the mind,

soul and spirit of Man who is sorely confined by the gravity and

limits of the horizon of this Earth. God’s scientific truths and his

great prophetic onslaught in these last hours before Christ’s

return reach into the spiritual realm, and are not confined to

material realms exclusively. The realm of the Spirit is revealed in

God’s Word which was verified in the body at the coming of His

Son, Jesus Christ, who lived and died and was resurrected from

the dead and was raised bodily before the eyes of men who

testified that they saw him bodily rise into heavenly realms.

This, the science of earthbound men cannot explain and

therefore they can not and will not accept it; for it is one of the

creeds of science that if their science can not verify it then it

must not be true. But we who have witnessed the miracles of God

in body, soul and spirit know that His science is greater and more

comprehensive than that which is subjected to Man’s limited

knowledge, understanding and wisdom.

Take for example, Auguste Comte, once a mental patient



recovering from multiple suicide attempts, gave birth to the

notion that ‘society’ has a spirit and soul all its own and that we

can somehow hog-tie this personality and organize society to our

advantage where men and women can learn to live together in

some semblance of order and good will. This is called Sociology.

It is the idea compatible with Sir Thomas Moore’s famous 17th

Century work: Utopia. Freud’s associate, the psychologist Carl

Jung, contributed his part to this delusional premise when he

developed his idea he called, the ‘world collective unconscious’

which is the mind of the world, described perfectly and clearly in

the pages of the Bible thousands of years ago by the authors of

such books of Ecclesiastes, Proverbs, the five books of the Jewish

law in which God established the original Great Society, the book

of Psalms, the New testament Epistles, etc, etc.

Man can never come up with the perfect notion of society, let

alone its actual existence. Yet this is the claim which has been

made since early times. It has become an arrogant in these last

days. Only the Creator can do such a thing. Theo-Sociology (or

God’s society) is the only true and perfect sociology and that will

not come until all the wrong and imperfect attempts of Man are

sorted out and shown to be utter failures. It will not come until

Jesus, the only one who cannot and will not be corrupted, bribed

or cajoled, sits as the impartial and honest head of society’s law

and justice with perfect integrity. Without a perfect head no

society can ever be perfect; and there is only one perfect Man

who can lead society into perfection.

Sociology and Psychiatry, and the other contrivances of mens’



sciences, are in fact, the heart and soul of the end-times “religion

of humanity”. Comte was elevated to god-father of that ‘science’

we call Sociology. Sigmund Freud made a science out of clinical

psychoanalysis and Wilhelm Wundt claimed to have turned

introspection of the soul into an experimental but bona-fide

science. These two pioneers may be considered co-creators of

the dubious scatter-brained science loosely named Psychology.

Each of the humanity disciplines, squirming restlessly beneath

the canopy of the true disciplines called history and philosophy,

have since conjoined with even more specific fields of vague and

gooey half-baked sciences which are presented as iron-clad

disciplines, even if they are nothing but confectionary sugar-

filled raisin cake feel-good speculative theories of nonsense. A

card-counter sitting at the black-jack table in some casino

somewhere is making use of better science than these supposed

scientists of the human mind and heart.

While adding weight to their résumé as legitimate scientists by

employing scientific methodology and quantitative accumulation

of laboratory results, they make believe that their science is

something born out of a test tube. Actually it is born out of an

over-active imagination. We have bought into psychology as

something cognitively true and therefore valid. Truth is these

endeavors are pseudo-sciences, even surrealistic experiments

conducted from within Dr. Frankenstein’s weird lab of fear.

Formed within Comte-like distorted minds, they have gone

stumbling and limping darkly never able to keep stride with

reality’s steady march. Freud’s theories of sexual perversion come



from his own weird Oedipus complex which he projected on

mankind and sold them as a science. Only the words and wisdom

of God can keep us in touch with reality and the actual things of

reality.

Not only is God the only one who knows and sees unseen

realities of the mind and heart, but he is the only one who really

knows and understands what the eyes are seeing and cannot see

in this world. If ever the saying “Physician heal thyself” be true, it

applies to the psychotherapist and the doctors of science and

sociology who sit blinking and squinting and dolling out mind

changing drugs in hospitals and other institutions. These places

have turned into vendors of drugs. Every institution from

education and schools and courts of law serving as fronts for

drug parlors for disturbed minds while seducing people with

regular mental problems to acquiesce to drugs as their physician,

lover and god. Beside this, the inmates now run the asylum;

recovering addicts are the gurus of this religion that they call

science. This is the main paradox of doom that comes from living

under the care of so callous a parenting as the fraudulent

sciences of which drugs is now king enthroned for excellent

reasons like money, power, ease and luxury, and the expediency

of returning the sick of heart and mind back to society as a

productive member (supposedly) instead of throwing them into

institutions like asylums, rehab houses or even prisons. Drugs are

a cure for these ills but not for the patient.

This world-wide fraud has befallen us in this generation. We

have abdicated, defaulted to the highly dubious methods that



everyone knows is not what it claims to be. It is all about

expediency from the nurse that has to control the patient to the

Clockwork Orange-ian approach of using Ritalin to lobotomize

third graders. Altering the mind synthetically with drugs to trick

our spirits and confuse the soul is easier than dealing with people

in a personal way. The scheme encourages the hurting soul into

thinking that hope is all that we need, that everything is going to

somehow be alright as long as our mind is temporarily massaged

by subjective guesses and powerful mind altering drugs. The

doctors in the white suits assure us everything will be OK even

though they have to write a disclaimer about everything they

promise. This will shrink, that will swell, you might not be able to

sleep, or you might get internal bleeding. Just call me if any of

these things happen and I’ll give you another drug to help with it.

We are talked into feeling good about ourselves and that we are

in good hands of people who care. But don’t look now. They’re

working for a company and it has its eye on the bottom line.

Down deep we can’t shake the feeling that it is all a hoax. Down

deep many are not buying the deception. Never mind that we

have to sell our soul hoping in the hopelessness of drugs. We lean

on that debilitating man-made thingamabob called drug while

conceding that we will have to limp on that hard core crutch for

rest of our toilsome and crooked walk in this life.

It was the late 19th century philosopher Will James, who after

briefly dabbling in the new science of Psychology, called it a

“nasty little business”. Regardless of modern science’s

reassurance and all of its self-protective disclaimers like: “don’t



blame us if we are not always right; or, if you get sickly side-

effects from radiation fallout, or cancer, your water gets polluted,

strange bugs attack your plants, global warming hurts your

ponds, or your spouse has a case of runaway dandruff, don’t

blame us. Our exact science is not always that exact. Just trust us

even when our words and methods dazzle you or our promises to

cure you seem like a modern day version of a snake oil elixir.

After all, we’re doing the best we can; we’re working with an

inexact science you know.”

The sciences of the humanities are fraudulent because they

admit they are inexact while insisting that are reliable science. To

make it worse these ‘sciences’ peddle themselves as Man’s

legitimate and best hope to right the ship though it admits we are

teetering on disaster and annihilation from nuclear war, global

warming or meteor showers. Each bogus science, including the

drug culture, has been birthed in its own time out of its

determination to replace faith in the Creator. They are inventions

of Man dictated by the demands of the rebellious human mind

though it gasps for air as it sinks in the wake of dying religion

which could no longer carry Mankind’s heavy cargo of hope

toward a port of happiness where it might find peace in this

passage way we call life. Still, in spite of the claims of counterfeit

science, only Christ’s ship, the only true religion can transport us

safely to that port of health and peace that leaves launches from

earth heading to that port of call in heaven.

 



8. Human Science Not Omnipotent Ruler

Aristotle inventor of
 Sciences of Humanities

 of the End

… Aristotle is the great captain of this leaky ship we might call

S.S. Human Sciences. Though there are many correct ideas and

truths drawn from the natural sciences, from mathematics,

biology, physiology, to astrophysics for example; the human

sciences, under the ultimate control and tutelage of our limited

mind and short-sighted conceptions can never know the true

constructive purposes of the combined sciences without the

tutelage of the one who has created those sciences. We speak of

God, of course. Even real scientists from Newton to Einstein,

Feynman and Hawking readily admit there has to be an Intelligent

Being that has designed creation and has created its true laws;

even the laws of uncertainty, which is just a way of providing for

the scientific fact that God is the one who makes the call on

everything and not some material law.

Aristotle, as Man’s guru, described the sciences. He categorized

them and declared them as quantitative empirical studies. He

managed to roughly sketch them out, plugging even art and

aesthetics into a paradigm he called science. Yet, given the

condition of knowledge and technology at that time, he had no

chance of developing them into the modern day hybrid form

which they now exist. He did not have the technical devices, the

access to knowledge, or essential tools like microscopes, etc. He



did not have the current developed inductive methods at his

disposal to advance his sciences; as they are in these culminating

days of gathering end-times prophecy. Their full advance would

take many centuries of discoveries and inventions that were not

to be until the beginning of the last age of man’s rule on earth,

which is fully seen in the break-neck advances of technology,

travel and knowledge over the last 250 years. (This was

prophesied in the last chapter of the Book of Daniel.) The

development of science on a worldwide scale touches every

sphere of life and could never have taken place until knowledge,

technology, liberty and freedom of locomotion, has come about

on an extensive global scale. Now, through inconceivable and

unimaginable inventions, prophecy has descended upon mankind

like an avalanche dropping down from Mt. Olympus.

The railroad, steamship, telegraph, airplane, radio, television,

rocket and jet, atomic powered submarines, satellite, cell phone,

computer and internet are merely prime expressions of the

discoveries and inventions that exemplify the amazing change in

our world because of technology, travel and knowledge being

increased exponentially in the last decades of man’s rule on earth.

The increase in travel and the dramatic increase in the liberty of

mobility due to the automobile and jet plane, radio and TV have,

in short, enthroned science in its all powerful place where it now

sits atop the earth. Every culture, society, government and nation

is now at the mercy of the increases of speed brought about by

the technology of the 20th Century.

The exchange of money, its value and business of banking



because of the microchip have caused credit and currency to be

revolutionized to the point of being so unstable in the last two

decades that no country or world financial institution like the

IMF or World Bank or US Fed can control the beast that it has let

out of the cage. The economy everywhere has changed more in

the last ten years than it ever had since man first used cockle

shells to buy a cow. It has come to pass that the greatest

possession is a hand full of magic beans, that 401 K or equivalent

assurance that I will have a nice ending to this laborious life. No

longer is it that grandparents are hard pressed to keep up with

the times, now even the parent is a dinosaur to the child. Before

the offspring finishes high school and heads off with the iPad and

credit cards into the three ring circus of higher learning leaving

the parents and teachers behind in their archaic world.

While all areas of Aristotelian discussion and exploration of

science were effectively stalled and frozen by history’s staying

hand, it has now been unleashed for the end-times so that its

advancement could forecast the fact that Man’s reign on earth is

drawing to a close. God has allowed Man’s science to advance to

this hectic degree to prove that Man’s methods of building a

perfect society are not only vain and clumsy, but not even close

to being just and fair, especially to the downtrodden and lost.

Only now with the advances of empirical science making possible

the one world conditions of travel and communication, has Man’s

stupid coronation of science as king actually been made possible.

Science appropriately ushers in the final age of the unnatural

predominance of technology with the glut of information



impulsively being delivered with supernatural hectic speed

appropriate to the final moments of the time in which we scurry

around like busy bees humming away our lives on cell phones and

buying things everyday on credit, fittingly with plastic.

The promise of Christ’s return is not a plastic hope for fulfilled

prophecy proves its validity. It is prophesied that his coming will

be preceded by the head-spinning advances of our scientific age

which fill our daily lives already. Who does not know that the

present world in which we live is held under the electrifying spell

of modern machine and the advance of technology. We must bow

before it for it dictates the terms of our life hour by hour.

Technology has now become the unchallenged ruler and hope of

the entire globe. Effectively, technology is therefore a god among

the pantheon of gods to be used by the ruler of this earth – the

ultimate ruler being the one who looms on the world horizon –

the one called Antichrist, who as the Bible prophesies shall

worship “the god of forces” which science is just one aspect of

the theology of Antichrist that ‘Might makes right” HERE.



9. Force – Oppression: 

 Begotten by Science of War …

Inventions of Warfare
 for Empire and Oppression

… The so-called Dark Ages when ignorance, violence and

oppression reigned free in the Antichrist kingdoms of Europe

were just harbingers of things to come. For the real Dark Ages are

yet to be, though they are approaching fast. They are

approaching on the heels of the great wars and holocausts of the

last century. They will arrive on the heels of that Man of sin who

bring in a reign of terror and darkness that shall have no rival in

history.

The steady stream of frustrated and impotent Neo-Roman

Emperors, Christian Monarchs and Lords were in a state of

perpetual and often violent competition with the Roman Pontiff

and his autonomous Ecclesiastical legal authority which had an

iron grip in every corner of Europe. The Princes of Europe, ever

trying to keep this fractured state of affairs from coming unglued,

were continually forced into ruling in haphazard and often

desperate fashion, and always tyrannically. Mobility and speed

was limited to the three mile an hour world of horses and

wagons, at the mercy of the winds which took Roman triremes to

ancient empires to conquer foreign armies and lands. The people

were then slaves, kept chained to the loyalty of despots by harsh

repression and servile feudalism that dated back to the early

centuries of the Common Era. Since the invention of the wheel



man had always been under the same restrictions. The days of

Imperial Rome under Emperors Hadrian, Diocletian and

Constantine and the warring petty emperors of medieval Europe

set the stage for the age of darkness that descended upon the

‘Roman Empire’ and the succeeding empires that kept its legacy

alive. All were under the subjection to the technology that

confined advances until the Age of Reason and the Enlightenment

which began the end-times technological revolution that took off

with break-neck speed in the 20th Century.

Aristotle had been shoved into the shadows, relegated to a

corner, rendered incomprehensible and futile during twelve dark

centuries from 500-1700. It was a dozen centuries of time which

has been dubbed the Dark Ages. The dark apostasy of the

Christian Church coincided with the darkness of the world to

help keep a lid of chaos and superstition that influenced, and at

times dominated, governments and kings. Endless civil wars and

competition between church and state harassed the Christian

kingdoms of Europe and Asia. The Church, as an unwitting

accomplice to ignorance and fear, was simultaneously warring

against its mortal enemy, Islam. Mohammed’s convoluted

admixture of the Hebrew Scriptures, Arabian Folklore, and

perverse distortions of Christ added to the stalling of progress

and science. This was done however by the hand of Providence to

allow for the salvation of countless numbers of humans during

this time which the Bible has labeled the Age of Grace. The

conflicts between Christian and Moslem were also prophesied by

God to stand as part of the prophetic equation that today points



to the reality and truth, validating that God has a plan and is in

complete control of things earthly and heavenly, and that it shall

continue right up to the end with the Antichrist and Islam (or

whatever it may be called) to the very day of Armageddon.

The march of God’s prophecy is relentless and always in his

time. Relentless and aggressive, also, were the incursions of

conquests of Islam. Plaguing the already fractured kingdom of the

ever divided Antichrist states of Europe and its sister culture, the

Byzantine Empire of the East. Islam was used by God to hold at

bay the hybrid Roman Spirit of dictatorship by army and law. That

the Antichrist empire would be divided, partly weak and partly

strong, and Islam would be the wedge often used to keep her

divided and weak, was directly promised by the prophecies of

God in the supernaturally intriguing and profoundly true

prophecies of the Book of Daniel. These prophecies were not to

be fulfilled until the end time, right before the return of Christ.

They flow now in this day like a torrential river of history pouring

down with misty power into the lake of God’s promises, especially

pointing to the promised utopia headed up by the Christ that is

shortly to come.

Those languishing centuries of medieval days are an age unto

themselves, at the same time a historical kind of moratorium on

science and Antichrist dominance. It was not until the

revolutionary effects of the Renaissance and Enlightenment that

things began to congeal in the minds of European philosophers

and scientists in the 1700’s, bubbling forth with unanticipated

political and social force in the second half of 18th Century. In



both the Old and New Worlds science was given a new birth

which led to the all important birth of a new political state

especially patented for the end-times which was fulfilled by and

in the American and French Revolutions. The sciences were on

the first leg of their freedom march heading for the high lectern

upon which they would have political status. Napoleon and

Benjamin Franklin and hundreds of others like Rousseau and

Lavoisier flung open the doors of science, a certain and perfect

expression of the Jung’s ‘collective unconscious’ at work in the

Antichrist kingdoms of the descendants of the spirit of the

Roman Empire. Slowly, like a slug leaving its trail the revolution of

science has covered the whole earth, laying out the red carpet,

waiting for that day when the evil world dictator shall stride onto

the world stage to take up his international imperialistic,

dictatorial throne. It is the ‘actual’ big brother who is coming and

the religion of science stands behind his throne, the real and

powerful Lord Chancellor, the main adviser and confidant and

embodiment of tyranny.

 



10. The Science of 

 Government & Economics

Developed to Modern Form Since French,
 American and Communist Revolutions …

… Each of the modern sciences, in a concurrent state of

conception for some two hundred years before the ascendancy

of science to its roost at the open of the nineteenth century, owe

their various lives to philosophical science, originating from the

think tanks of Spinoza and the Italian Renaissance, and most

notably, Bacon, in regards to their opposition to Theo-Sociology.

The English philosophers, Thomas Hobbs and John Locke had

drawn the sciences through the birth canal that had been

identified by Aristotle and applied them to western imperial

governments of Britain and the United States. Adam Smith had

turned economy into the science of economics.

Similarly, each science has had its midwives and nursemaids.

During the Renaissance, it was Machiavelli who gave birth to

Political Science which was not matured until the art of science

of international politics and diplomacy were created and showed

their mature works by unanimous consent, causing World War I

directly and World War II as a chain reaction to its failures in

causing the first war. Two generations were decimated by the

fruits of that universal political science. Henry Kissinger

advanced it to its modern state by his genius.

Given more than a thousand years to make good, the promise

of the bogus religion of the apostate Church had proven empty



and inadequate, nothing but a repressor for its own glory, making

life intolerable for Joe Shmoe and his family. The assurance that

the faithful would get their just reward had grown thin and the

Church’s true colors had shown for too long – she decked out in

ermine and jewels, her subjects in rags. Rome, even its reformers,

had devoured its own. Persecutions and wars had swallowed up

tens of millions of people and there seemed to be no available

appeal to justice, not even to God. Cromwell had cut off the head

of the Church’s head in England; the Puritans went on fantastic

witch hunts to their own shame and ruled in the New World with

a repressive ruthlessness that showed no inkling or care for the

voices of political scientists like Montesquieu’s “Laws”, Paine’s

“Rights of Man” or Rousseau’s “Social Contract”, which were

coming out of a fast developing political science that were

scooting down the pipeline of an emerging modern world. These

were the thinkers that influenced the Washingtons, Hamiltons,

Jeffersons and Madisons, the shapers of the new world body

politic.

For its part, the Muslim threat to set the world ablaze with the

salvation of Allah had petered out all altogether, discarded in the

second hand store for use only later in the emergence of reborn-

power according to God’s prophecy that would oppose the

antichrist at the end, just as it is being revived and raised up in

this very hour. (Israel, as a nation prophesied to be in the center

of the Antichrist’s plans for total domination of the globe, is now

alone as prophesied, ‘a stumbling block to the whole world’.)

During the revitalization of the Neo-Roman Empire during the



Enlightenment revolution, Mohamed had become sick and died,

thrown among the other thread-bare ideas and corpses of

promised rulers of the world, kicked into the ditch, along with all

other political theologies foreign to science that had failed to

deliver on the hope of life, liberty and the pursuit of worldly

happiness. The only one surviving was the Roman hope and

promise which had evolved somewhat from its

representative/imperialistic form into a monarchical/democratic

republic in its colonies in the New World. As an ancestor of

Rome, the United States still claims to be the hope of the world.

Europe and its New World children may have been on different

continents and no longer anything but cousins, but both were

ready for the sciences and the forging of a brave new world. At

first a mere suggestion by the Renaissance, to which it had loudly

committed by rebelling against the Roman Church, and then

made good on its promise by crusading for The Enlightenment,

that voice of science which would break the shackles of man and

free him both King and Church has been accomplished in every

way and everywhere in these hours.

 



11. Science Shapes Today’s World …

Science is in the midst of a despotic rule
 in these last days, and thus it is …

 

… Ruling the mind and spirit of Man. The combined and all-

pervading success of the sciences of the humanities, coupled

with lightning speed advances of technology and communication

since World War II are the children of the end-time parents of

the industrial revolution and the resulting lordship of the

machine’s victory over natural things, and ultimately, its victory

over Man himself. Man has created this Frankenstein of machine

and science. We are now terrorized and enslaved. We have fallen

in love with the monster, we are the bride of Frankenstein, just as

Mary Shelley had predicted. The revolutions of technology and

communication dictate the terms under which we live. It

prompts the unsound messages of the humanities without so

much as even the push of a button. We can and will conquer war,

strife, poverty and competition. Drugs, of all things, are

championed as the most cherished benefit of our science? Drugs

can and will overcome the genetic mistakes that have come to

light by our scientific genius, and now, finally, we know and

understand that belief in God is the villain. Down with faith we

shout. The lack-luster Church now answers: “Sorry, we did not

mean it.” It is in itself responsible for all our life problems,

physical and psychological. Science now reigns in the heart of the

world. And she will get it right.



Technological and advances in communication give one the

impression, even the promise and reassurance that one can now

solve all of his/her own problems and that we will all be able to

get along in a great society through one great facebook/twitter

social media in a world-wide iPad Shangri-La. Man can resolve all

his ills by his efforts of communication and his sciences that will

teach him to be fair and just to his neighbor and be able to carry

on fine relationships. Even if probate courts cannot keep up with

the divorces no matter how efficient the assembly line is

conducted. Never mind that cold hearted technology and

machinery should not rule man’s heart. It always ends in

oppression of the weak by the obsession of the strong. It is

always the web to which the spider lures the fly. Only now it is

world-wide, this conspiracy fills the earth and it is the spirit of

Antichrist which pervades the whole earth as never before.

Science is in the midst of its despotic rule with fasces in hand,

seated confidently on the throne of unconscious perception, a

real faith greater than Buddha, Vishnu, Jehovah, Voodoo or any

shaman. Science has an artificial heartbeat pulsating it gives life

to every opinion, thought and hope of the seven billion people

who walk and chew gum on our planet today. Only those who

hear the voice of God can live without the pacemaker of the false

and deadly deceptions of man’s interpretive humanistic sciences,

flights of imagination of utopias preached, and ideas that by

technology and communication and knowledge we can conquer

our fears and acquire all our needs in full harmony together.

When one sees behind the mask, one becomes painfully aware



that this gospel of Man is not true, is untenable, feelings of

hopelessness agitate silently in the soul and spirit like a heart

worm does in a dog. It is hidden from view but it eats none the

less killing the unsuspecting victim until it is appropriately dealt

with by the right medicine.

Religion, lame and impotent as it has become, are easy targets

for the worm. They are easily seen as apparitions reduced to

foolishness – like watching ‘Ghost Hunters’, they are a clownish

curiosity at best, something laughable, at worst they are

disdained as a hoax, dismissed by standup comics for what they

really are, a waste of time. The existentialist ideas of the ‘world

unconscious’ rose up out of the Greek scientific soup. They are

the original mechanical Phoenix rising up out of the ashes of our

mind to gain victory over the true religion of God. Its final death

will not come to the day of Christ’s coming. Until then science

rides high, flying over every school, workplace, field, army,

stream, corn field, hill and lake. It flies peering down upon

churches and mosques looking with x-ray vision with a hunter’s

eye; intolerant to any opposing word. It has taken the place of

Church, usurped the law’s right thinking and made the

philosopher bow, for they must agree that right is wrong and

wrong is right, only science is given the say. Science soars above

where once Philip II of Spain, with his church, his bishops and his

priests once flew over the citadel of right and wrong and judged

the faith of men in the days of the dreaded Holy Inquisition.

The day of science ruling the earth is here. Even silence cannot

be tolerated for its nature is to expound, to push, to demand.



Science’s terrible sharp swift sword looms over the bending neck

of the unappreciative, as in the days of the guillotine during

France’s Revolution of intolerance, its reign of terror. It is still

rising higher, even since the time of its first hatching in the nest

of the Renaissance. It was then pushed from the nest in the days

of the ‘Enlightenment’. Today it is winging its way around the

earth, overseeing the revolutions of this lightning swift and

strange modern age of cold make believe science and sorcery.

But we who question these things do not have to buy into it, if we

will but only listen to God.

 

 



PART  III

MAN'S CROOKED SCIENCES



12. Science of Man vs 

 Science of Prophistory

Science of Man vs Science of Prophistory

Time for Prophetic Science
 to Answer Science of Man

…Man seeks to understand, explain, and control things in the

world through the scientific method. The ultimate hope of

mankind is that we can exploit scientific facts to create a world

without fear and suffering, where people live together in

harmony and are free to do as they please. This hope comes from

a humanistic belief that people are essentially good and can

figure out the right solutions if we just work together. The

presumption is not only that we can love one another perfectly,

but that we will and that all problems of earth and life can be

solved by our harmonious care and love for one another. Never

mind that the history of Mankind speaks with one voice against

this as delusional, for war, destruction, selfish pride and

prejudice is nothing but our continuing legacy, the universal

works of Man.

God tells us in the Bible a different end to the story due to His

and His Son’s intervention. It began with our father and mother

Adam and Eve when God prophesied that He would send His Son

to save us. It was confirmed when His Son was born of Jewish

parents and died as a propitiation for Man’s sin that anyone who



would receive Him and believe and do His will could become a

living citizen of the new world He would provide for those

receptive humans that came unrestricted over to His side.

This is salvation. An existence in God, one of victory assured,

but a battle for all the marbles, one in which Mankind is unable to

fulfill its own vision though it will try to the bitter end, a vision in

which Jesus Christ steps in to save us from ourselves and put an

end to sin whose wages, as the Bible says, is death. In the days

just preceding the intervention of Christ there naturally would be

a great increase of hope in the sciences and a trust in the overall

ingenuity of Man. In His Word, however, God has assured man

that we may confidently put our trust in him and not believe the

false assumptions that go unquestioned by today’s humanistic

world. In a battery of articles on both the human and technical

sciences we offer quick overviews of Man’s terribly flawed ideas

of truth to show that it is an erroneous faith that believes in

man’s wisdom and not that of the all wise God in heaven.

ARTICLES

Science Gone Political
 Each of the modern sciences, in a concurrent state of

conception for some two hundred years before the

ascendancy of science to its roost at the open of the

nineteenth century, owe their various lives to philosophical

science…

The Rise and Evolution of the Human Science
 The Rise and Evolution of the Human Sciences as Sign of the



End.

Evolution and Archeology
 The Pseudo Sciences of Evolution and Archeology- It is now

time for the Prophetic Science to be added to the list of the

Human Sciences.

Wicked Science of Pharmacology
 Pharmacology is of a different sort of tragic end-times fallacy

and perhaps the more wicked delusion of all the fallacious

sciences, its erroneous hoax being harder to detect than

evolution’s.

Science of History Perverted
 Even the mother of all humanities – History – has been

forced away from its only true position as a speculative

search for truth, honestly scribed by historians like

Thucydides.

Modern Philosophy
 Modern Philosophy is the Salesman of Tripe- As history is

the mother of the sciences it may be said that philosophy is

its father.

 



13. Science of History Perverted

Modern Historians
 Do Not Believe

 Truth is Available

… Even the mother of all humanity’s – History – has been

forced away from its only true position as a legitimate search for

truth, when it was honestly written by historians like Thucydides

who captured the true thought and spirit of his times through

speculating on speeches like the one Pericles made to the

Athenians at the crisis point of The Peloponnesian War. History

had long been accepted as a search for truth, and those engaged

in its struggles were expected to be dedicated to truth as much

as they could unearth it. But starting with the Age of the so-

called Enlightenment in the 16th Century in Europe the whole

tone and tenor of history did a complete turn about.

Voltaire, Diderot and The Encyclopedists of the Enlightenment

forged the first cuffs of a whorish mother of history. Shackles of

which have been forged in titanium steel and have helped to

place the Antichrist Empire’s peoples in a musty dungeon of

imposters of empirical fact that offer the art of Archeology

masquerading as science the final word on history’s important

causes. Only W.F. Hegel has had the nerve to try and sneak into

the dungeon where history is imprisoned to interview her there.

But his efforts, ironically, only gave birth to another science, that

science which has always been destined to impinge on every

sector of human endeavor and existence since the first



cockleshell was used in exchange for a basket of rice – the

science birthed by the erratic genius Karl Marx, that art of

prestidigitation called today by the scientific name – economics.

The inventions of the modern sciences are bundled together in

fasces style of oppression of thought amounting to a fascism of

belief. The sciences and humanities, including history impose in

threatening manner each individual study its own promises and

remedies, amounting to modern bevy of hope, holding out a cure

in its own special branch for that thing which ails Man, promising

to set him on a course of right, health, goodness and effectively

proper living, within a well constructed society for the common

good. But it is a lame and fruitless hope. Dissenters are who are

opposed to this enlightened age of reason and therefore opposed

to the truth of social common good. The fasces of the sciences

makes for prickly throne upon which good governments must sit,

for two and a half centuries it has been slowly replacing the old

monarchical powers of the Roman tradition to create a new and

rational imperialism under republic and democratic forms that

have imposed upon the world’s inhabitants everywhere the false

impression that they should be the rulers of the chosen

government of their subjects. They shall be masters of their lives

by tyranny of the soul. India, the East, including Japan and now

China, South America, Australia, and now Africa have all bowed

and committed themselves to various forms of Democratic-

Republics. But the true government must be led by a righteous

one. It is Christ alone who will finally sit on the throne as the

world’s one and only wise, benevolent, righteous and honest



judge and ruler. For it is only under him that man can get a fair

shake, one not subject to corruption, bribery and favoritism that

dismisses truth and real justice for all.

The United States claims to be this force for good around the

world. That democracy is not tyranny of the masses, as the Greek

philosophers and statesmen had realized it was, but that the

people can be purely righteous and unbiased is the delusion of

this democratic-republic. While this delusional trust in Man’s

political freedom is proven to be false just by the 400 years of

race relations on this continent, it still remains the assertion of

democratic-republics around the globe, of which USA has been

its most successful proponent and power. What our track record

proves is that Man, all men around the globe east and west, no

matter the form of government – is incapable of ruling with

justice and love. That we are not to be trusted with the critical

and holy scepter of truth and justice. With Man at the head it can

only be oppression, fascism of belief and thought, imposed by the

tyranny of the masses that tells me what I must believe. It is

already here. If I want to be employed I must not think for myself,

but I must believe what the masses say I must believe. I must do

the concocted thought, imposed by the people’s power that rests

upon the masses of converted and frightened people.

After all, it is what is good for the whole that I must believe and

do. Alas, however, eventually it must always be placed into the

hands of the politically powerful establishment, then into a single

head, a single man vested with full power to decide and impose

judgment; that single person who will remit and acquit those who



are loyal to him (or her). It is always regardless of right or wrong,

true or false, good or bad. In this country the leader may have a

political party behind him, in other places support may be evoked

in the form of a personality cult. If this be true then democratic-

republics are not only subject to a reign of terror by a hysterical

mass of self-serving and frightened people, it is also tailor-made

for the likes of Julius Caesar, Philip II, Louis XIV, Benito Mussolini,

Adolf Hitler, Ronald Reagan and a Nicholae Ceaușescu to

transform a mob into mass murders of not only life but of

thought, belief and faith. It’s nothing more than the coming last

Antichrist – whoever that is to be – shall do.

Sidebar:
The United States claims to be this force for good around the

world. That democracy is not tyranny of he masses, as the Greek

philosophers and statesmen had realized it was, but that the

people can be purely ighteous and unbiased is the delusion of

this democratic-republic. While this delusional trust in Man’s

political freedom is proven to be false just by the 400 years of

race relations on this continent, it still remains the assertion of

democratic-republics around the globe, of which USA has been

its most successful proponent and power. What our track record

proves is that Man, all men around the globe east and west, no

matter the form of government – is incapable of ruling with

justice and love. That we are not to be trusted with the critical

and holy scepter of truth and justice. With Man at the head it can

only be oppression, fascism of belief and thought, imposed by the

tyranny of the masses that tells me what I must believe. It is



already here. If I want to be employed I must not think for myself,

but I must believe what the masses say I must believe. I must do

the concocted thought, imposed by the people’s power that rests

upon the masses of converted and frightened people. After all, it

is what is good for the whole, that I must believe and do. Alas,

however, eventually it must always be placed into the hands of

the politically powerful establishment, then into a single head, a

single man vested with full power to decide and impose

judgment; that single person who will remit and acquit those who

are loyal to him (or her). It is always regardless of right or wrong,

true or false, good or bad. In this country the leader may have a

political party behind him, in other places support may be evoked

in the form of a personality cult. If this be true then democratic-

republics are not only subject to a reign of terror by an hysterical

mass of self-serving and frightened people; it is also tailor-made

for the likes of Augustus Caesar, Philip II, Louis XIV, Benito

Mussolini, Adolf Hitler, or even a Ronald Reagan or a Nicholae

Ceaușescu. It is the Antichrist spirit that can transform a mob

into mass murderers, not only lethal of life but of honest thought,

belief and faith. It’s nothing more than the coming of the last

Antichrist – whoever that is to be.

 



14. Pseudo Sciences of 

 Evolution and Archaeology

More than one way to see time
 and how Man came into Being!!

… It is now time for the Prophetic Science to be added to the

list of the Human Sciences.

To the original sciences of the Humanities, History and

Philosophy, the modern world has, since about 1800, added a

triumvirate of subordinate studies: Political Science (Machiavelli),

Sociology (Comte) and Psychology (Wundt). Evolution (Darwin)

and Archaeology (Rawlinson) were added to this academic

structure, a bit later, as subordinates, but since they have taken

on a life of their own they can now be considered their own

branch of science, even though they will always be carried on the

hip of mother History.

Evolution and Archaeology have become the warlord sciences

leading the charge trying to deny the existence of God. Still, the

evolutionist and the archaeologist both admit that truth is

unattainable through their sciences.

Archaeology by definition is always a highly speculative

endeavor and therefore an atrophied and weakling science, if it

can be called a science at all. The first principle of archaeology

being: ‘the absence of evidence does not prove that something

did not happen or something does not exist.’ The archaeologist is

forced into selling the position that, like Sherlock Homes, they

have great powers of deductive reasoning that they are able to



turn watery evidence into the wine of fact by brilliant scientific

deduction. They make sure that people get the message that they

have earned this power because they have worked so very hard

digging in the dirt under the hot sun in some desert or dry and

rocky place. But they must always admit to the persistent

inquirer that their premise and conclusion is conjecture and not

knowledge.

The evolutionist is on no better ground, being forced to play

the same flimflam highbrow game. They declare there is no

person, no intelligence behind the creation of this world or the

things in it. Their first claim is that we are hereby sheer

happenstance. That’s their story but they can’t just stick to it.

They must try to prove it rather than describe the workings of

this machinery on purely impersonal and mechanical grounds. I

become skeptical when they continue to feel they have to explain

themselves. They explain the mechanics of how the earth and its

things came. They are like one of those dunderheaded men

tinkering with a lawnmower in his garage, taking it apart and

seeing how it works, then proclaiming himself a genius that

understands all about it. So this brilliant goon takes apart a lawn-

mower, says he has discovered how it works and therefore no

intelligence was needed to make it. By learning its workings and

purpose he believes that explains how it came to be. Of course,

the evolutionist must back-peddle when explaining the musings

and theories he engages in, puffing himself up like a bullfrog,

insisting he is the discoverer of something. The evolutionists

begin right away to personify, anthropomorphize, their doctrines,



even though they say intelligence and personality and mind have

nothing to do with creation of life. It is annoying and aggravating

not only because it is untrue but it is an insult to my intelligence

which they are telling me was put together by an explosion of

some sort or from a primordial soup of inanimate air and rocks

and.. and… stuff or … something. …

Out of a random and mindless chance selection of un-living

things I came to be. With their next breath they go on to speak of

these things as if that had attributes of intelligence and mind

while insisting that there is no intelligence, but random luck,

behind their incredibly intricate and complex nature. Then they

start up again, speaking of inanimate evolution as if it had

personified desires, hopes and passions, plans, strategies, as if it

had a heart and mind. Then, immediately in the next breath, as if

they have come to their senses, they insist that it came by an

impersonal, inanimate force that cares nothing for life, but only is

done by some uncaring force to do stuff. Then, in the next breath

we are told about evolution as if it cared about the sunlight needs

of bean sprouts, the eating habits of clams, the dangers of cancer

for lizards and the composite troubles of egg whites. These

anthropomorphistic attributes concede to things of life only as

they insist that all things have come out of dead and inanimate

stuff. They are things they throw around carelessly without

considering or acknowledging that they cannot honestly talk like

that without agreeing that all things must begin with life. That

means not only a living creator but an intelligent designer as well.

The French naturalist Georges Cuvier (1769-1832) however had



shown before Darwin and the Evolutionists made their assertions

that creatures on earth had been created and not evolved over

time. His science was inspired, showing that old worlds had

passed away in favor of new creations which gave full credence to

the earth’s beginnings as indicated in the Book of Genesis.

But like the morons they are, they mock this axiomatic truth.

They have anointed themselves scientists and tell us that things

fell into a big mixer that got dropped into a spinning roulette

wheel though no one can say where the wheel came from or how

it got there. Their story is as credible as throwing a penny fifty

feet up in the air and having it stick a perfect landing on its edge,

next to a nickel on its edge – fifty thousand times in a row. They

say it is only a matter of time that ‘til this would happen. They ask

me to believe that it is only a matter of time before anything

conceivable will happen. It is only a matter of time that the earth

will become a pig, sprout wings, and become the president of the

galaxy which will become a herd of winged dolphins swimming in

a cotton candy universe. They say that is not what we mean, but

we say, this is what must be inferred because this is what you

have implied. This is why they are required to use sleight-of-

hand tactics to personify inanimate things of chance, invoking

the god of evolution (that they say cannot exist) to keep alive

their clever ruse. Evolution is the most furtive of so-called

sciences, usurping the throne of honest science, putting to

shame sciences which can be duly corroborated: history, physics,

astronomy, mathematics, biology, and such.

 



15. Modern Philosophy: 

 Salesman of Tripe

Philosophy Father of The
 Empirical and Speculative Sciences …

… As history is the mother of the sciences it may be said that

philosophy is its father. Scotsman David Hume, who died in the

year of the start of the American Revolution, is the master voice

of the empirical science of philosophy, even more so than Francis

Bacon, who is the father of the inductive scientific method, which

went a long way for laying the groundwork for that group of

human sciences we lump in with the humanities. Granted all of it

was laid on the foundation of the Greeks, Aristotle and Plato

being the potentates of educating us on man’s gray matter. Even

though, if truth be known, the Jewish/Hebrew scriptures, such as

Ecclesiastes, Proverbs, The Psalms, Job, et all, are the real

fountains of pure philosophy because they teach the wisdom

touching the entire nature of tripartite man.

All the modern thinkers are nothing more than ringmasters and

jugglers of previously established concepts, men and women who

have rehashed some truth salting it with the confusion of little

white lies, then cooked it with a geometry of words and spiced it

with pieces of fatty humor and chunks of witty speculations to

make a nice word sausage carefully wrapped in tight transparent

casings of sophistry, so that it is impossible to see or determine

the tripe that has actually gone through the grinder so they may

get away with calling it digestible food. Kant is the greatest man



ever to put religion in such a casing for easy eating, one never

knows if it is good or bad for their health, but it looks good if you

don’t look to close and tastes good as long as you don’t take a

close whiff.

In the mid-1800’s Utilitarian philosophy added its scientific

approach to philosophy on highly speculative, but seemingly

empirical grounds (if that makes any sense) making the art of

flubbing around with trying to do good a true religion. Never

mind that no human has ever been satisfied that there is a person

among us who knows what is the greater good, and thus, how can

we ever do it with philosophical or humanitarian certainty. Yet,

Utilitarians insist that we can know the good, and therefore it is

our moral duty to decide what the greater good is and act upon

it. Even still, there is not a mortal who can see past a mountain,

past or beyond the horizon, let alone into the dungeon of the

human heart. Even the possessor of that heart cannot really

know it unless God gives one sight. Is there one who can detect

motives hidden in that heart – or literally see beyond the veil of

their own backyard into the future?

Will James taught the philosophy of Pragmatism as a way to

life, reducing goodness to what is practical. Some (maybe most)

of the great altruistic acts of history which have been performed

have been exceedingly impractical both for the object of the

action and its performer. Take, for example, Christ’s death on the

cross, this was not practical by any stretch of the imagination for

Christ. Practically speaking it was not convenient for his disciples

that he should leave them at such a crucial time. It was only



practical for the purposes of furthering God’s supernatural

altruistic plan which is literally, ‘out of this world’ and

unknowable by any fixed knowledge of man. But it is apparent

after God explains it that it literally was the only way to

accomplish the salvation of a human being, but God only can

know such things. God is the only one who knows the ultimate

greater good, the only course to take for an individual to pass

from this temporal life into the eternal universe of life that he has

promised to the person who concedes to the truth.

Therefore, the language God chooses is not just important, it is

critical. That is why the Bible is so vital to the truth. He chooses

his words with particular care. This is why the world and the

sciences of men have tried to usurp, confuse and argue against

the sanctity of the Word. It does not want to acknowledge its

hopeless ignorance by bowing to God. For instance, Twentieth

Century science began with its philosophers and word

technicians arguing about language. Pragmatism opposed to

Utilitarianism reduced philosophy from the metaphysical to a

distilled almost petty science, sitting stale and colorless at the

bottom of the test tube of Man’s argumentative mind. It debated

every prefix, jot and apostrophe. Whimsically it changed with

every smart guy. Bertrand Russell advanced the charge, thrusting

and parrying with genius of pedantry, words were uttered and

siphoned through arrogant IQs, fought over as if they were

contestants competing on a TV game show, a host of ‘wicked

smart guys’ vying for applause and reward for money.

Because of Enlightenment of Post Reformation Age of Europe



The sciences have ended up taking on the role of God trying to

teach monkeys to speak and deciphering the language of sea

mammals and fish. All this has taken place because the

Enlightenment of the post Reformation Age in Europe was

enthroned in the world’s collective unconscious. It gave license

for us to think that the only truth, good and right thing is that

“everyone has a right to their own belief”. Though it is a manifest

cop-out to avoid doing the right thing while sidestepping

listening to the voice and words of our Creator and to stop

arguing with him about every little thing.

In this last moment of this age of history preceding the return

the vague term ‘existentialism’ so casually tossed about in order

to keep things slightly confused is maybe the best expression of

our time. It was coined at the beginning of World War II. Its most

distinctive voice was the French novelist and essayist Jean Paul

Sartre who portrayed man as free to think and do what he wants

and that he should do this without regard for a thought about

God or any other moral decree, or declaration of righteousness.

The existentialist says the duty of man is self-determination,

living with the freedom of choice without restraint from any

effect or force exerted by man, and not shackled by any notion of

God. Faith in God is an imponderable distraction, and therefore,

bad it says. The degradation and evil exemplified by World War I

and World War II gave impetus to the atheistic claims of the

muddled confusion of existentialism, maybe even helped to

spawn it, but it was man, and not God, whose free choice was

responsible for producing the death and destruction of both



world conflagrations of the last century. Humanity’s perversity to

ignore God is premeditated. Existentialism is the extreme,

carrying godlessness to its limits. It is the perfect expression of

this defect that has taken root in the heart of modern man. There

could hardly be a more simple and perfect expression of the

rejection of God, and thus, it points further to the fact that we

are living at the end when the ‘cup of man’s iniquity’ is being filled

to the brim. Whether it was Nietzsche, Sartre, Camus, Steinbeck

or Hemingway, we have been taught to fill the role of God in our

personal lives. It is ‘the’ revolution, to flee from the truth as a

disobedient child who insists on freely doing something because

they can, regardless of the consequences. Especially, we in

America, who believe it is our birth right to be free to do

whatever we want and that no one has the right to tell us what to

do. We have become our own God. It is a lonely life, one in which

only the strong barely survive, and rarely, if ever, catch a glimpse

of love, health, happiness or anything ultimately good – even by

existentialist standards.

Another sign of the times is that all the Enlightenment sciences

are gushing onto society like ‘old faithful’, spraying out of Man’s

outrageous brain pestering the truth like a little know-it-all child

aggravating its parent. We pretend we are the smartest thing in

the universe, and this comes forth from my three pound brain!

We have jettisoned the intelligence of God and believe we can

master destiny. We salute the fasces of science. All the

humanities are ruled by our abilities of inductive method and that

scientific form of government called democracy. The highest



percentage of possibility rules the day, all we need to do is

observe and record; then we have knowledge and can decide the

good thing by majority vote. Even though our parents always said

don’t follow the crowd. Truth has been handcuffed, marched off

to the firing squad, blind-folded and shot, and we say good

riddance. Anything in the name of science wins the day, like

someone with a forged pilot’s license it flies the jetliner which all

mankind now rides. The godly are left on the ground behind.

Science and the humanities have flipped the switch. The faith of

the masses of the world is flying on autopilot, whizzing into the

dark unknown, all us passengers whistling as if everything is

going to be just fine.

Theology, the science of the study of God is no better off. It has

always been a questionable thing, this study of God, even bogus.

Man cannot learn about God as if he could be studied in a

laboratory with beakers and Petri dishes. God must be known

personally just as we could never know someone by simply

studying their life in a biography. Bogus theology, once just a

gossipy rumor mill about God, has a booth at the science fair as

well. It vies for the approved science merit badge like a fifth

grader. All the D.D.’s and T.H.’s and whatnots after a name, tell the

story. John Calvin, more than anyone gets the credit (or discredit

for this, depending on how one looks at it) for giving birth to the

modern science of theology. It is fitting that he started out as a

lawyer. Men like Karl Barth, Hans Kung, Pope John Paul II, Billy

Graham and Jerry Falwell were men who brought theology to its

current seat at the world’s table by attempting to merge it with



nearly all the paradigms of the sciences of humanism, and worst

of all politics.

But take note: the truest and best science is the science of

Prophistory. We are living in the moment of its full arrival, in the

21st Century. It is the Prophetic Science by the soundest method

of science inductive reasoning, that which is observed in the

laboratory of the world, in the Petri-dishes of politics, economics,

natural phenomenon, the nation of Israel and the Jews, the

restoration of the ancient Middle Eastern nations, the evolution

of Antichrist, the rise of technology and travel, and the

prophesied apostasy of the church of God.

The collective unconscious of Man is revealed in this laboratory

of Prophistory through empirical signs. They provide coherent

knowledge that can lead to an understanding of what is going on

in the world and even in heavenly realms. It lends us the wisdom

of how to conduct our lives by faith in God. All of the paradigms

of prophecy are quantifying and validating God’s purposes upon

the world which he created. They are not man’s limited sciences,

but it is full and knowledgeable science. Through the science of

prophecy, the failure of Man’s science is being exhibited everyday

with growing power. When placed side-by-side with the

judgments and actions of the empirical measures of the Science

of God’s prophesied word, Man’s hopes are exposed as impossible

pipe dreams. Tornadoes pound, earthquakes shake the ground to

make the way of our feet unstable, hurricanes and cyclones are

whipped up regularly with force, all these have been prophesied

by Jesus himself 2,000 years ago. Technology and travel make the



world a village while man thinks it marvelous, not knowing that it

is turning the world into one small place ripe for the dominance

of all people by the ultimate Hitlerian person. The world is an

incubator for turning us into neurotics. Disasters strike; food is

short, plagues hit, the fear of world epidemics take up the

resources and thoughts of our National Disease Control Center.

Mental illness is common. Drugs, illegal and legal, are out of

control like a virus invading our computers. Drugs are now the

predominant religion of the world, bar none. Things are being

turned upside down every day thing change radically. The

computer term – ‘gone viral’ has ‘good’ connotations. Go figure!

The paradigms of prophecy are being fulfilled simultaneously

and scientifically as we race toward the conclusion of God’s

promised plan.

 



16. Science Turned Political

Machiavelli Father of End-Times …
 Hobbes and Henry K. … of USA

The modern sciences, in a concurrent state of conception for

some two hundred years before the ascendancy of science to its

roost at the open of the nineteenth century, owe their various

lives to philosophical science, originating from the think tanks of

Spinoza and the Italian Renaissance, and most notably, Bacon, in

regards to their opposition to Theo-Sociology. The English

philosophers, Thomas Hobbes and John Locke had drawn the

sciences through the birth canal that had been identified by

Aristotle and applied them to western imperial governments of

Britain and the United States. Adam Smith had turned economy

into the science of economics.

Similarly, each science has had its midwives and nursemaids.

During the Renaissance, it was Machiavelli who gave birth to

Political Science which was not matured until the art of science

of international politics and diplomacy were created and showed

their mature works by unanimous consent, causing World War I

directly and World War II as a chain reaction to its failures in

causing the first war. Two generations were decimated by the

fruits of that universal political science. Henry Kissinger

advanced it to its modern state by his genius.

Given more than a thousand years to make good, the promise

of the bogus religion of the apostate Church had proven empty

and inadequate, nothing but a repressor for its own glory, making



life intolerable for Joe Shmoe and his family. The assurance that

the faithful would get their just reward had grown thin and the

Church’s true colors had shown for too long – she decked out in

ermine and jewels, her subjects in rags. Rome, even its reformers,

had devoured its own. Persecutions and wars had swallowed up

tens of millions of people and there seemed to be no available

appeal to justice, not even to God. Cromwell had cut off the head

of the Church’s head in England; the Puritans went on fantastic

witch hunts to their own shame and ruled in the New World with

a repressive ruthlessness that showed no inkling or care for the

voices of political scientists like Montesquieu’s “Laws”, Paine’s

“Rights of Man” or Rousseau’s “Social Contract”, which were

coming out of a fast developing political science that were

scooting down the pipeline of an emerging modern world. These

were the thinkers that influenced the Washingtons, Hamiltons,

Jeffersons and Madisons, the shapers of the new world body

politic.

For its part, the Muslim threat to set the world ablaze with the

salvation of Allah had petered out all altogether, discarded in the

second hand store for use only later in the emergence of reborn-

power according to God’s prophecy that would oppose the

antichrist at the end, just as it is being revived and raised up in

this very hour. (Israel, as a nation prophesied to be in the center

of the Antichrist’s plans for total domination of the globe, is now

alone as prophesied, ‘a stumbling block to the whole world’.)

During the revitalization of the Neo-Roman Empire during the

Enlightenment revolution, Mohamed had become sick and died,



thrown among the other thread-bare ideas and corpses of

promised rulers of the world, kicked into the ditch, along with all

other political theologies foreign to science that had failed to

deliver on the hope of life, liberty and the pursuit of worldly

happiness. The only one surviving was the Roman hope and

promise which had evolved somewhat from its

representative/imperialistic form into a monarchical/democratic

republic in its colonies in the New World.

As ancestor of Rome, the United States still claims to be the

hope of the world. Europe and its New World children may have

been on different continents and no longer anything but cousins,

but both were ready for the sciences and the forging of a brave

new world. Henry Kissinger, the Secretary of State during the

infamous Nixon Administration, can be considered the father of

power-politics of the US of A. At first this theory of politics was a

mere suggestion by the Renaissance, to which it had loudly

committed to by rebelling against the Roman Church, and then

made good on its promise by crusading for The Enlightenment,

that voice of science which would break the shackles of man and

free him both King and Church which has been accomplished in

every way and everywhere in these latter hours. The United

States is the last empire before the Ten Kings of the world

confederation that will serve as the power base for the Antichrist

and his throne. No political development, therefore, is needed to

usher in this end time epic of the Ten Kings and its Antichrist

despot.

 



17. The Wicked Science 

 of Pharmacology

The Ancient Scourge of Mystery Babylon and
 Criminals … DRUGS

… Pharmacology is of a different sort of tragic end-times

fallacy- perhaps the most wicked delusion of all the fallacious

sciences, its erroneous hoax being harder to detect than

evolution’s fantastic scenarios. It is more than a school; it is an

ideology of godlike proportions all its own, rising way beyond and

above the sacraments of the ancient religions of magic

mushrooms and opiate wine, beyond the social blight told of in

the Confessions of an Opium Eater. Today it is not only a

sacrament but it is the doctors of the Hippocratic Oath’s cure-all.

It not only competes for supremacy in every classroom of the

empirical science of medicine, and of course, Psychology, even

creeping into Sociology’s wide-ranging spheres of influence; it

has won and been crowned the undefeated champion of the

world.

The entire world is fast coming under the sway and tutelage of

the high priest of sanity, health, peace and fun, which is called

Pharmacology, lord and savior and future hope of mankind

everywhere. There is no place where its influence is not felt, no

practice, ministry or business which does not sleep and wake to

its Orphic strings and melodies of hope. The whole world is

under the spell of Peter Pan and Alice in Wonderland. Sold

outside and inside the stores that sit on the corner are the drugs-



inside the approved prescriptions, outside the illicit. Either way,

each time the Tarot card is dealt in pill form; first Jester, next

Hangman, then Death. Sold not just as a cure for every ill, it also

traffics in hope. It is the fastest growing religion anywhere and

everywhere, on every continent, in third world countries or

sophisticated cities like Amsterdam and Paris. No matter the

cultural, political or religious history – even penetrating into the

conservative hard line Muslim world, Pharmacia is here to stay. It

is the new mob boss of the heart and soul. It sells protection,

runs numbers and controls prostitution. It is a radical dude and

the caring physician. But above all it is a profitable science with

credentials and testimonies of salvation to verify its raw power to

change the world. It is fat with black ledgers two hundred dollar

cigars, that has now the protection of every government for its

economic considerations alone. It is reported that 50 percent of

the population in North Korea is addicted to Crystal Meth. It

helps keep a poor and hungry population under control.

The bible long ago prophesied that the whole world would be

deceived by the sorceries of pharmacia (drugs) – and so it has.

Drugs have representatives in every government the way the mob

and the Costa-nostra used to influence New York politics. The

slogan of a certain drug company in the 1950’s has become the

accepted reality, promoted by every institution: “Better living

through chemistry.” Pharmacies sit on city corners across the

U.S. selling billions of dollars of legal drugs that end up for legal

and illegal purposes. Pill Mills do land-office business. Police and

authorities feel like they are swatting at mosquitoes when they



try to take action against the swarming problem that has invaded

every city and town. In Detroit there are an estimated 250,000

heroin addicts alone. Pharmacology is building an empire both

inside and outside the law and there is nothing that can be done

to arrest the problem let alone solve the destructive force that is

sweeping like the grim reaper’s scythe cutting its way through

the country.

Pharmacia has become the Julius Caesar of the medical,

physical and human sciences, ruling and taking over everywhere

it goes. Perhaps only physics and astronomy can escape the drug

dragnet, though they could somehow fall victim too. Wherever

drugs can get its foot in the door it comes in, looks about, and

conquers. As a subordinate scientific discipline to Psychiatry,

Physiology, Sociology, Education and Medicine; Pharmacology

has been allowed to commit the greatest sin that any subordinate

can. By bullying, intimidating, manipulating and lying it has

become the intimidator of sociology, law, law enforcement, you

name it – all are paying obeisance to the religion of drugs as their

greater master. The world is turned on its head by the vices of

the human sciences lying in bed with the physical rather than the

spiritual, under the quackery of Dr. Pharmacia.

 



PART  IV

PROPHISTORY AND TRUE SCIENCE



18. Prophistory: 

 The True Empirical Science

– All meaningful history is nothing but prophecy fulfilled.
 – Prophecy yet to be fulfilled is history just waiting to happen.

The sciences (study or discipline) of Prophistory and Sociology

are alike in some ways. They are sciences. They both have an end

goal in mind, which is the creation of a perfect society. Unlike

Sociology however, which is concocted out of the mind of man,

Prophistory emanates solely from the mind and by the hand of

God. Unlike the goals of Sociology, which is to make the perfect

social environment for Man according to Man; Prophistory is the

promise of God that the perfect solution to Man’s dilemma of

living together is coming forth from him and will be instituted

only when His Son Jesus Christ returns to earth to establish that

perfect and just society on earth among men. This society is

rapidly coming and will shortly come into its own Utopian reality

under the headship of the perfect one who has proven his love

for us. Unlike that perfect thing which is quickly approaching,

Sociology could never realize a Utopia, too many necessary

elements are out of man’s province and control, as all attempts at

Utopia have ended in frustration and defeat, often in shame and

disaster. Prophistory is the study and verification of the coming

true Utopia of God and all elements which oppose it shall be put

away under his command on earth. Prophistory is the logical and

scientific study of the veracity of Bible Prophecy as it heads

toward this Utopia which the bible discloses through its



prophecies from the beginning in Genesis to the end in the Book

of Revelation.

Simply stated, Prophistory is history divided into two simple

divisions: things that have already happened and history that is

merely waiting to happen.

1. On the one hand, all meaningful history (by meaningful we

mean history that is worth isolating and keeping for

utilitarian knowledge so it may be analyzed for importance

and truth) is prophecy which has been fulfilled and therefore

points to the fact that unfilled prophecy will be fulfilled in its

proper time and circumstance.

Such fulfilled prophecy is historical evidence that God lives and

is the designer of all things including both mankind’s destiny as a

whole as well as each individual’s personal destiny. This

meaningful history may range from mere scraps and antidotal

history to personal antichrist careers. It includes histories of

dynastic reigns and whole epics of empire; social movements that

lead to a significant change in the minds and hearts of man’s

political thought or social devices; it could be a technological

innovation or series of innovations like the Industrial Age; or the

rise of any and all of a new or old science as in the Renaissance or

Enlightenment; the development of a philosophy like humanism,

a false religion or creed like Communism; shifts in moral outlook

and behavior, discoveries, explorations, inventions, or the

increase of knowledge in any and all realms of education affecting

the meaning of words, knowledge, travel or understanding.



2. On the other hand, Bible Prophecy yet unfulfilled, or in the

process of being fully fulfilled is also meaningful ‘history’,

because it is nothing more or less than history which is

merely waiting to happen.

Therefore Prophistory can be summed up in these two

principal statements.
 1. All meaningful history is nothing but prophecy fulfilled.

 2. Prophecy yet to be fulfilled is history just waiting to happen.

Prophistory is the main science and principle of Theo-

Sociology. All of mankind, the whole world and every culture that

has ever been or ever will be are subject to Prophistory though

man and its society fails to recognize it, let alone abide by it. Our

persistent ignorance of this makes it nonetheless true. Because

the blind man cannot see the sun, makes it no less true that the

sun shines. The blind man must take another’s word for it that it

is the sun and its warming rays that warm him. And though he

must take the word of another that it shines, he does not have to

take anyone’s word for it that he is feeling warmth for this he

experiences on his own, only his senses are needed to verify its

truth. If a person cares to, there is ample evidence by experience

of the warmth of God upon the heart and soul for anyone to

deduce on their own that God is and that he rewards them with

knowledge and warmth even if they have not yet seen the light. It

is a matter of sound reason to accept the self-evident truth.

Prophistory allows us to not only experience with our senses and

by knowledge the existence of God, but by it we can come to the



light and see into the darkness. Prophecy fulfilled is empirical

evidence that warms the soul and raises my dead spirit to new

and inexperienced realms of light. Prophecy in the throes of

being fulfilled heats up my soul with anticipation and fills my

spirit with light in which I may walk and not stumble. Anyone

interested in the realms of God will enjoy walking on the road of

prophecy, listening and learning in the school of Prophistory.

Entrance into this school is belief. Quickly, as the son shines

and warms one can come to know that the explanation for what

is known is to us what the sun is to the blind man, for there is no

other explanation possible other than the son is shining upon

them.

The science of Prophistory is the only explanation, the only

credible answer. God is and that he is a rewarder of those that

seek and acknowledge him. To begin with, we are blind. But God

is in control of the affairs and course of humankind. Prophistory

is the empirical science of spiritual matters. By Prophistory we

are given sight to see the unseeable and by it we understand

better the warmth which we feel.

God sits above and outside of time and space. We sit in our

designated spot mostly alone, sitting wondering in our station in

the timeline of history. But God sees history from the outside

looking in. Man sees only the limited time and space to which he

is confined. Subject to time we are subject to the limitations of

duration, therefore we are born, we live and we die. We are

locked inside the limits of a finite place that has beginning and an

end. God is without beginning or end because time and space are



nothing more than his tools to turn us on a lathe that we might

be made an eternal thing with him. By the power of Prophistory,

because he sits outside of history looking in, God can release us

from this confined space, take us outside those created tools of

the dimensions of time and space, beyond the veil of this singular

finite universe of his making. He is everlasting, not conformed to

the limitations of beginning and end. Prophistory unfolds this

boundless world for us and like a bird let go when can fly to

different realms. His prophetic words are stories told by His

prophets, like a playwright reading a script for the cast and then

acted out before our eyes the audiences of life’s reality play that

shows us the way to eternal realms.

But this is not only theatre, just for amusement or

wonderment, left for us to interpret for our puny and selfish

motives. It is to tell us the unvarnished and perfect truth of

everlasting things; where pain and suffering is removed and

eternal relationships of love and peace are kindled with joy in

constant and eternal vigor and motion. Duration no longer exacts

death, but life is established as victor once and for all and forever.

This is Prophistory’s aim and its declaration. It is the simple,

magnificent science of God and his bible. It logically establishes

that he is and that he exists ‘outside’ of time and dimension of

space in eternal realms unbounded. He looks with unbiased

perspective on this moment in time, with the integrity and

knowledge of the original empirical scientist. He sits on any point

of the timeline of Man’s history he wishes. We are informed by



him before it happens through the empirical means of fulfilled

prophecy.

Obviously, no one could foretell the avalanche of simultaneous

prophecies that have been being fulfilled in the 20th Century and

are being advanced and fulfilled with increasing velocity at this

time in which I write these words, except someone looking from

an eternal perch outside of time and space.

By our understanding of this spiritual science we are freed like

slaves not emancipated, but fully and finally manumitted. Free, as

citizens of eternal realms. Prophistory gives us foreknowledge

because it tells us the story of man from the beginning to the

end. On our left is history, things past, fulfilled according to God’s

promise; on our right is history also, history merely waiting to

happen, poised and certain, though in the future, waiting to

occur, maybe to erupt, maybe to quickly happen, or to quietly

materialize, either way it fulfills its predestined purpose in its

prescribed moment – and we watch and wait – and know. It is

history, meaningful and just waiting to happen, but history

nonetheless.

Prophistory proves that all history with any substance and

eternal meaning comes from the One who is outside time and

space. 90% of prophecy (or better) has already come to pass.

These are the ‘days of vengeance’ when all the paradigms are

converging, coming to a boiling point and being fully and

completely fulfilled.

 

 



 



19. Theo-Sociology is Coming

 

Sociology has a myriad of social issues and controversies of

modern social concern; of which sociology has been defining and

shaping since the close of World War II. Though a mere

generation removed from our own time. That is how fast

sociology has been turned upside down. Nevertheless, God’s True

Society, announced and established in ancient Israel among the

Jews more than three millennia ago, shall be established in the

very near future under the rule of Christ.

… Theo-Sociology is a true science. We are introduced to it as the

Jewish Law (or Pentateuch) which is the first five books of the

Bible given to us through Moses and by the exploits of God while

dealing with his chosen people named Israel. The one and only

true Great Society is the one outlined and instituted by God in

those opening five books of his Word. Its law was perfect,

especially in its order and realism concerning every social matter

pertaining to the community living of Man.

The United States has taken up the ancient claim of

governments and empires to be the savior of the world. In by-

gone eras this promise has been given through supposed

benevolent dictators and emperors. This time, rising up in the

last few hundred years, it is claimed that democratic-republics



can deliver on this promise, though many political thinkers and

philosophers around the globe have questioned, even resisted,

this notion.

The U.S. Presidency of the 20th Century, in particular, can be

defined by a succession of reform and revolutionary

presidencies. Most of them held political mottos that defined

their administration. Calvin Coolidge’s motto was the “business of

America is Business”. FDR called his administration The New Deal,

Truman had the Square Deal, Kennedy the New Frontier, and

Lyndon Johnson of course, went so far as to call his

administration The Great Society. Truth is, there is only one true

expression of a perfect law and government that has ever been

set up and instituted under a perfect leader, that is, God’s

establishment of the kingdom of Israel. It occurred but briefly on

the stage of history when he was king over the twelve tribes in

the early days of the period of the judges. It was recorded in the

book of the Bible by that name.

The fair-minded observer can readily see that what God set up

in early Israel is the idea of an ideal and perfect society, even

though mankind never allowed it to be achieved because of its

rebellion against God, his perfect community and its lawful and

proper operation. It truly is the perfect political and social

ideology, even if it was never realized or conceded to by God’s

people. Nonetheless, it is the perfect law and ‘the’ great society.

Shortly, this Theo-Society and its wise and loving sociology will

once again be in introduced to the world and God’s Son will be its

benevolent all-knowing head.



This is the purpose of studying what we term the science of

‘Prophistory’
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